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DARCOM Develops Command-Wide
Manpower Requirement

By Charles B. Einstein
The DARCOM Baseline Study, approved by DARCOM

Commander GEN John R. Guthrie and by Army Chief of
Staff GEN Bernard W Rogers, has been acclaimed as a
most revealing and authoritative analysis of DARCOM to
day. The impact of DARCOM's increased missions and the
concurrent personnel reductions are dromatically docum
ented by this study, and should, therefore, be of interest to
everyone in the Army RDA community. GEN Guthrie has
cited the briefing numerous times in public talks, and has
noted that it has been a primary document in his efforts to
attain relief from certain manpower actions.

The DARCOM Manpower Baseline Requirement report,
developed by a small group of specialists under the direct leader·
ship of MG Robert L. Bergquist, DARCOM deputy for Resource
Management, examined mission and personnel changes which
have taken place within DARCOM, interpreted those changes in
relation to personnel requirements, analyzed the accomplish
ments of its people when compared with performance demands
of the research, development and acquisition and materiel read·
iness missions, and determined that DARCOM, in the period
1968 through 1974:

• Developed, tested and fielded systems adequate to meet the
threat as it was known in the early 1970s.

• Provided adequate supply and maintenance service to the
Army in the field, both in the Continental United States and its
overseas installations.

• Was given a sufficient militsry and civilian workforce to
keep pace with and accomplish changing mission assignments
and workloads.

With specific reference to RDA, the threat of the late 1960s
and early 1970s resulted in DARCOM assigning an average of
28,840 people exclusively to the RDTE mission. These included
some twelve hundred to eighteen hundred military and civilian
personnel who staffed approximately forty project manager of
fices. Personnel resources were considered adequate to counter
the threat, develop required systems, support advanced tech·
nology, and to maintain an adequate technological base.

Partly because of Vietnam, weapon and equipment systems
were retrograded to units and depots in the Continental United
States, and partly because large amounts of supplies, ordered for
Vietnam, were being delivered to depots, DARCOM enjoyed very
high materiel readiness rates. DARCOM had adequate materiel,
personnel skills, storage loca tions, and maintenance facilities.
Although DARCOM had no surplus of resources, the command
did enjoy a period of sufficiency.

With regard to other DARCOM major functional assignments,
the command had adequate people to develop management sys
tems and programs such as quantitative budget analysis, project
master planning, life cycle management, configuration manage
ment, Army logistics program hardcore automated, and other
programs facilitating management of RDA and logistics.

In the early 1970s, DARCOM senior planners recognized that
the command must undergo changes. First, the Vietnam war had
drawn to a close. Second, the Congress of the United States, re
flecting a change in constituent thinking, would soon direct that
both defense programs and personnel working for defense would
be significantly reduced. Third, DARCOM planners realized that
installations scattered across the United Ststes would no longer
be required as had been needed to support the large Vietnam
Army strength and operations.

The planners, however. knew that this command must retain
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its RDTE capability because the threat was increasing, and it
must retain the core materiel readiness organization from which
the command would have a surge and mobilization capability
should this unfortunate requirement again exist.

In 1972 the director of Plans and Analysis, DARCOM,
developed and published a plan entitled The Optimum Army
Materiel Command (TOAMAC). TOAMAC consolidated, closed,
reduced and realigned DARCOM's subordinate commands, de
pots. test facilities, arsenals, and installations and otherwise
moved toward an optimum command geared toward having
balanced real property, personnel. and workloads. At that time
the director accurately predicted that the active Army, which
had had a strength of one and a half million men in uniform in
1968, would decline to a strength of approximately 785,000 by
1975, and then stabilize. He realized that the command must re
main viable, and be reduced to a number adequate to support this
reduced active Army force-but no more.

TOAMAC was implemented, and the Army force leveled at
approximately 785,000. The Army, however, began to undergo
many changes, each of which had its impact upon the missions
and worklaods in DARCOM. What were some of these changes?

• The Army increased its total active Army divisions by
three-from thirteen to sixteen. and equipped those divisions
essentially from materiel stored in depots. Personnel to man the
new divisions were, in part, taken from DARCOM's total
strength. Thus, instead of assisting DARCOM in its ROTE and
readiness workloads, these soldiers began to increase demands
upon the command because of their new field assignments.

• The Army moved from traditionally light to heavier divi·
sions as it changed from infantry to mechanized infantry divi
sions, from towed to self propelled artillery battalions, and from
wheels to tracked vehicles.

• Soldiers in the field were provided more and specialized
equipment with which to fight. Not only was the soldier
equipped with a rifle, as an example, but he was provided access
to an antitank missile to augment his firepower. He had a choice
of weapons to be used as the battlefield situation would dictate.

• After 1975, systems and equipment being issued to the de
ployed fighting force continued to increase in sophistication. As
examples, electronics tube technology hecame solid state.
Artillery elevations and ranges began to be calculated by com
puters. Guidance and control systems provided better informa-

(Continued on page 2)
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resources were needed because DARCOM required more people
to staff these new commands, and to assure that systems would
properly transition from RDA commands to readiness com
mands.

• New missions were given DARCOM. As an example,
DARCOM was appointed Executive Manager for Conventional
Ammunition for all United States military departments. This
command now performs all procurement, production, wholesale
inventory, transportation, and traffic management functions re
lated to conventional ammunition for the Army, Navy, and Air
Force. When this new mission was given DARCOM, hundreds of
people were required, but never provided.

• Recent years have shown that the requirement to staff man·
dated program offices has increased. The Baseline study did not
take issue with mandated programs-the study points out that
additional staffing comes from within, and acts as a drain on
limited resources.

• Not only did the Single Manager for Conventional Ammuni
tion come to DARCOM, but additional new missions were di·
rected. DARCOM became the Executive Agent for all Army Se
curity Assistance-that program which is providing billions of
dollars to foreign nations. Similarly, the command has received

I. FORCE STRUCTURE TRENDS -- OTHER MAJOR

EVENTS DURING DARCOM DRAWDOWN.

II. MANPOWER CUTS •. WORKLOAD TRENDS 

MISSION IMPACTS --- LOG READINESS.

III. MANPOWER CUTS -- WORKLOAD TRENDS 

MISSION IMPACTS -- DEVELOPMENT.

DARCOM Develops Manpower
Requirement

(Co'lti"ued from page 1)
tion, were more precise and were much faster. Night vision be
came a reality. All these improvements resulted in greater offen
sive capabilities, but they came with a price-that of a much
more complex RDA and readiness capability requirement on
DARCOM.

• Our allies were sold billions of dollars worth of materiel.
Friendly nations bought new, advanced weaponry, and depended
upon the U.S. Army for readiness support. The net effect was
that, although the U.S. Army was declining in strength, Free
World forces began to rely heavily on the United States for not
only materiel, but also for supply and maintenance of that mao
teriel. The result was the same as if the Army had never reduced
in strength at all.

• Because of economic oversea depot reductions and closures,
it became necessary for DARCOM to assume this responsibility
and provide support from depots in the United States direct to
oversea organizations. DARCOM was called upon to ship boxes
of supplies-with fewer numbers of repair parts in each box-to
more and more individual units. Requisitions for parts sharply
increased, and response time requirements decreased. These
changes placed additional workloads upon the entire wholesale
supply system.

• To respond to quicker demands for repair parts, DARCOM
pre-positioned much of its inventory in Area Oriented Depots
(AOD). New Cumberland Army Depot in the East serves the
Army in Europe as well as units in the Eastern part of the United
States. Red River Army Depot serves the Army in the Southern
United States and those in Central and South America. Sharpe
Army Depot serves the Western United States, Alaska and the
Pacific area. AODs have been called upon to serve as the prin
cipal source of peculiar supply for the entire United States
Army.

• In addition to changes in the Army force and supply systems,
the Army simultaneously changed its method of managing RDA
and logistics support. The Army conducted a very compre
hensive and introspective study of its way of doing business. The
Army Materiel Acquisition Review Committee (AMARC) decided
that RDA needed more emphasis-but not to the detriment of
the materiel readiness mission. DARCOM subordinate com·
mands, which prior to 1974 were responsible for total life cycle
management of weapon systems, began to be separated into two
distinct commands for each commodity; one for research, de
velopment and initial acquisition, the other for follow on pro
curement, supply and maintenance of that class of weapon sys
tem. RDA received its proper emphasis in the one command and
readiness continued to be stressed in the other command. Bene
fits as envisioned by AMARC were gained; however, additional
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Fig. 4. Intensity of Operational Employment

other responsibilities such as the electronics warfare and signals
intelligence RDA and support mission, responsibility for two
major maintenance depots in Europe, stocked many common
logistics items in its AODs, and aggressively pursued new mis·
sions in international research and development. In these in·
stances DARCOM was not given adequate personnel, and has
had to augment from in-house resources.

• Finally, as a result of research and development performed
in the early 1970's, the Army will be receiving some fifty new
weapon systems within the next several years. Current weapon
systems are not being replaced; the new inventory is being added
to that which is already fielded. The increase will cause more and
more procurement, supply, maintenance, product improvement,
re-testing, provisioning, and other logistics workloads to be
placed on DARCOM.

The DARCOM Manpower Baseline Requirement study, then,
examined these changes, not only in regard to the Army, but
also, as specifically related to DARCOM, as shown in Figure 1.
The first item of this figure relates to Army changes just dis·
cussed. The second major thrust of the Baseline study was to
analyze manpower reductions, workload trends, and impacts
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upon the DARCOM materiel readiness mission; a companion
third section applied to materiel development. Based upon
trends established in these three parts, the study concluded with
a concise statement of manpower requirements to meet peace
time and mobilization conditions.

DARCOM's total military and civilian strength peaked
183,000 personnel in 1968, as indicated at Figure 2. The decline
in total strength between 1968 and 1974 was, as it should have
been, steady and drew down at the same rate as did the strength
of the active Army. The decline in DARCOM strength, however,
did not stop when Army strength stabilized in 1974-it con
tinued downward to its present total strength of 117,200. Mili·
tary strength within DARCOM also showed a steady decline
from 22,300 in 1962, to its current strength of 10,200. These re
ductions appear to be innocuous-until one examines them in re
lation to either a change in active Army strength, or the change
in DARCOM workloads-or both.

A method of relating the change in DARCOM strength to
changes in active Army strength or DARCOM workl.oads, called
linear regression, was used to quantify this relationship. Figure
3 ahows that the reduction in DARCOM civilian strength (as ex·
pressed in thousands along the vertical axis) correlated very
strongly with the reduction of the total active Army strength
(expressed in millions along the horizontal axis) between the
years 1968 until 1974. When the strength of the Army stabilized
at 785,000 in 1974, DARCOM contined its decline, and thus, the
high correlation (R'= .93) was destroyed. Based on a strength of
785,000 active military, DARCOM should have approximately
122,000 civilian personnel instead of its current 107,000 (or re
stated, DARCOM is 12.3 percent below required strength}-if
history tells us anything about the number of civilians needed in
DARCOM to support the Army.

General Bergquist recognized that DARCOM's current
strength requirements should not be based on Army strength
alone, especially in view of the many force, logistic, and mission
changes which had occurred in recent years. He desired that a
second method of relating DARCOM strength requirements be
utilized to validate this quantification.

A seco;Dd method was developed, tested, and did indeed, not
only verify the DARCOM shortfall, but provided a basis upon
which DARCOM could predict which functional workloads would
be adversely impacted if DARCOM continued to receive unwar·
ranted personnel reductions.

The technique is entitled INTENSITY OF OPERATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT (IOE). The logic behind the technique is rela·
tively simple. It considers the size of the Army's materiel in
ventory and relates that inventory to its use in the field. In doing
so, a relationship between the inventory, its use, and DARCOM's
workload can be established.

Figure 4 illustrates the size of fielded inventory and the use of
that inventory in the field. The top portion depicts the fielded in
ventory with little activity. Consequently, very few requisitions
result. The impact on DARCOM's wholesale support system is
minimal.

The center scene describes more use of the systems/equipment.
Consequently, supply and maintenance activities pick up, and in·
creasing workloads are placed on DARCOM. Note also that the
inventory quantity is changing. (The roE concept applies to
either situation-inven tory increasing or decreasing.)

The lower third shows a dramatic increase in fielded inventory
density and use. Requisition activity increases considerably, as
does the requirement to manage Army-peculiar line items, to in
clude requirements determination, procurement, receipt, stor
age, issue, maintenance, product improvement, etc., of those
items.

IOE uses two independent variables which "drive" (cause in
ternal work to be performed) the DARCOM materiel readiness
workload, Le., line items managed and requisitions processed. It
is true that the more systems and equipment the Army bas in the

(Continued on page 30)
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ing with the proper elements of the Army
and industry. By doing this, those "fuzes"
are addressed or put out, problems are de
fined, actions are taken to resolve those
problems, and the follow-on procedues are
executed. The action items change de
pending upon what stage of the materiel
development cycle a program has at
tained. In the early stages, one is looking
primarily at developmental or engineer
ing isaues and talking with engineers. As
the cycle midpoint, the end of develop
ment, is reached, one has to insure that
new interfaces are established with the
DARCOM readiness community and with
the troops in the field. A project manager
also has to have a constant interface with
the TRADOC community to monitor the
system requirement and insure accom
plishment of TRADOC actions. Of course,
I can't forget the constant interaction
with the contractors because they playa
vital role in all phases. Industry has to un
derstand the program requirements and
all of these are not in a contractual docu
ment. The contract is a baseline from
which to proceed because flexibility is a
necessity. My perception of the PM's key
role is therefore to insure that the inter
faces and communications are being con
ducted properly and in a timely manner.

Q. What is the higgest obstacle en
countered by you relative to carrying
out your mission as a project manager?

A. I equate biggest obstacles to major
problem areas or items that require man
agement emphasis. Also, I think that
when addressing obstacles, I would first
define the project manager's world as con
sisting of three basic elements-cost, per·
formance, and schedule. The obstacles or
challenges will again vary depending upon
what is going on in the program. In the
ares of cost, you have the budget cycle
and congressional hearings and the imple
mentation of the budget. This cycles as
you go through the year. In the area of
performance, there is an in terface that
must be constant between industry and
the Project Manager's Office. Related to
schedule, we are all trying, as voiced in
the A-109 document and by our individ
ual desires, to shorten our development
process. In looking at those three areas
that define the project manager's world,
the continuous obstacle or challenge is in
suring that one is applying the manage-

incurred a schedule impact. Testing vali
dation had to insure that there was no
degradation of the system's performance.
Therefore, the accident did cause us, ini
tially, to carefully analyze causes and de
termine remedial actions. It carried with
it the collateral impacta of about $4 mil
lion program cost growth, several months
schedule slippage due to major test re
scheduling and actually better overall per
formance through redesign to prevent re
occurrence. We are still living with these
impacts today.

Q. How much schedule increase did
it actually amount to?

A. The actual schedule increase was
due not only to the loss of one of our three
prototype test vehicles with a given
amount of testing remaining in the pro
gram but also the additional validation
testing to be done. Redistributing the test
ing load to production aircraft caused a
seven month schedule slip in our "ma
turity" or development completion effort.

Q. As a project manager of one of
the Anny's major development pro
grams, what do you see as your key
role?

A. r think you would get a different an
swer to that question from every project
manager as a function of his personality,
bis contractors, the relationship he has
with his contractors, and the phase of the
program that he is in-be it development,
transitional or readiness. r see myself as
an individual who must assure the proper
interfaces and coordination are being de
fined and accomplished and I will lump
those two into the word communication.
A project manager, whether he manages a
fairly small system or a large complex sys
tem, cannot insure that euerything is
going properly. He can't be involved in
every action and that is why he has a
staff. He must insure that he examines, on
almost a daily basis, what's going on in
the program to ascertain which "burning
fuzes" are getting the shortest and then
make sure that he or his staff is interfae-

Interview With Black Hawk PM COL Richard Kenyon
The following interview with COL Richard D. Kenyon, Project Manager, Black

Hawk, was arranged before and in total unawareness of the fact that COL Ken
yon would be one of two recipients of the Secretary of the Army's 1978 Award
for ProjectlProgramManagement. He is also a recent nominee for BG rank.

The selection of a project manager for this issue's interview was made as a se
quence whereby views of key RDA managers at various levels have been present
ed. Having presented in the November-December 1978 issue an interview with a
DASC, an outstandingproject manager was believed a logical follow-on.

COL Kenyon is a 1957 graduate of West Point. He also holds a master of sci
ence degree in aeronautical engineering from Princeton University. He complet
ed the A rmy Command and General Staff College in 1970 and the Indus trial Col
lege of the Armed Forces in 1974.

His military experience includes two tours in Vietnam where in 1965 he served
as a platoon commander in the 197th Combat Aviation Battalion. From 1971
1973, COL Kenlon served as a staff officer with the Airmobility Division,
OCRD, DA, and In 1974.was executive officer, Office, Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Installations and Logistics).

He served as Project Manager, Heavy Lift Helicopter and as a director, Weap
on Systems Management in the U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command before
being appointed as Project Manager, Black Hawk in November 1976.

Q. The Black Hawk program had
been singled out by some as being a
program that was on schedule and
within cost estimates-almost a per
fect model development effort. Then
came the unfortunate crash of a proto
type aircraft. What impact did that
have on the program?

A. The first impact of such an incident
is something that occurs when you have a
catastrophic crash and that is a psycho
logical impact. So before you start ad
dressing typical project manager's param
eters of cost, performance and schedule,
you must deal with the attitudes of all in
volved. You first have to digest what has
happened and learn from it. The second
thing is to take the proper actions so that
it doesn't happen again, especially in an
aircraft program. Once you have done
this, then you' have to define and imple
ment program actions. Now, to answer
your question, the crash of the Black
Hawk prototype definitely had an impact
on cost, schedule and performance. We
made minor design changes to the Black
Hawk's electrical system to improve re
dundancy and reconfigured the position
indicating gages of the system related to
the accident. That, in itself, required addi
tional cost for an engineering and modifi
cation effort. Also, these changes required
validation through a test process which
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ment effort to those items that are the
most critical at any point in time.

Q. Included among your earlier ca
reer a.ssignments was a tour as the
Project Manager for the Heavy Lift
Helicopter. How do you compare the
Army's management program during
that period with today's management
approach?

A. It has not been very long since my
HLH assignment because I started work
ing on the Heavy Lift Helicopter in 1974
and worked with that program for about a
year. In that short period of time there
have not been noteworthy changes in
management approaches; however, I be
lieve that the Army has given more cogni·
zance to the requirement for and the
validity of project management. This is
evidenced by the more stringent selection
and training processes for project man·
agers. Furthermore, I see acknowledge
ment of the requirement for a high caliber
of staff to work with the project manager.

Q. Would you agree or disagree that
the formal training now being given at
the various schools is not adequately
preparing Army personnel for future
PM assignments?

A. I disagree. While at the recent Proj
ect Manager's Conference, I noticed the
very large turnover ofPMs since last year.
There are now many new faces-new of·
ficers who are succeeding as project man
agers. I think we have through an expand·
ed schooling process and repetitive assign
ments provided a base of capable officers.
When addressing schooling though, I will
comment about a personal belief. My
thoughts and philosophy are that this is a
business where you cannot go to a school
and somehow emerge perfectly prepared.
It is the same as saying that when one
graduates from college with an engineer
ing degree he is not yet an engineer. He
has to go out in the engineering cjlmmuni
ty and apply the textbook learning to real
world situations. I feel the same way
about being a project manager. One has to
learn from experience. I do not believe
that today, after a little better than three
years of experience, I am a fully qualified
project manager. I am still learning and
when I feel that I'm not learning I guess
I'm not doing my job. We have come a
long way in the formal training of our
project management officers. The Defense
Systems Management College, courses at
Fort Lee, VA, and training with industry
prepare officers to become good project
managers. I see officers coming onto my
staff today with much higher levels of
qualification and knowledge attained
through formal training.

Q. Suggestions have been made that
civilians should be assigned as PMs. Do
you have any feelings on this?

A.. I will state my answer in terms of
aviation system development. I feel that
while we would gain the advantage of
more continuity, the assignment of civil
ian PMs would usually lead to the lack of a
key ingredient-that of having employed

systems in troop units or even in combat. I
therefore believe that project managers,
by and large, and certainly for those sys
tems that will have a combat role in the
Army, should be military officers.

Q. PMs have been described as the
vital interface between the Army and
industry to produce the best possible
materiel for military requirements at
the lowest cost. Based on your experi.
ence, is the lowest cost the best criteria
or the worst criteria in awarding a con
tract for development of a new item?

A. To answer that I'd have to say that
one must look closely at what industry is
proposing to you and take it all in to con·
sidera tion. You could select the contractor
with the lowest development cost and get
a product that could not pass testing, or
get into the field. Likewise, you could do
that with the highest cost. So you have to
consider all parameters, meld them to
gether, and make a judgment. Moreover,
we have to consider that in a given system
somewhere in the neighborhood of 70 to
75 percent of the cost of that system
comes after ownership-after we have
procured it-the operating and support
costs. Therefore, we want to make sure in
development that we are getting a reli
able, durable, satisfactory item, and not
burden ourselves with an initially low cost
item that will eventually drive up the op
erating and support costs. I'd say that
overall cost is one of the most importan t
evaluation elements but the lowest cost
does not insure the best system or the low
est life cycle cost.

Q. What suggestions do you have for
improving the operation of the PM sys
tem of management in the Army?

A. We have a good system of project
management in the Army. I have had in
terfaces with the project or program man
agement procedures in the other services
and I think we can hold our heads up to all
of them. I would though, mention one sug
gestion which mjght improve our opera·
tions. Sometimes we do not have enough
transfer of knowledge among project
managers. I feel we do not take the oppor
tunity, like we have at the Project Man
ager's Conference, to communicate among
ourselves; to discuss what could be com
mon problems, the courses of action avail
able, and the solutions we have reached.

We should have more frequent forums,
perhaps within commodity areas, to learn
from other project managers' experiences.

Q. In the November-December issue
we published an interview with one of
the Army DASCs. Have you found the
DASC system a help, a hinderance, or
neither in the day-t<H!ay conduct of
your job as a PM?

A. In my mind the DASC is a vital ele
ment of project management. The DASC
affords a direct link by which the project
manager can keep informed of the Penta·
gon and congressional sensitivities to his
program. It is also a two-way street where
the project manager has to keep the DSC
informed so that he can react to short·
term, critical requirements. I have found
that a personal relationship with the
DASC is very helpful.

Q. How about your relationship as a
PM with the TRADOC System Manager
(TSM)? Have you seen any difficulties
here, or has the creation of the TSM
been beneficial to the development
community?

A. I give the TSM a unanimous in
dorsement. The TSM concept has been
beneficial to the development community.
When the TSM was created, Black Hawk
was going into production and we faced
the challenges of fielding the system such
as providing system manuals, training de
vices and starting TRADOC schools. The
TSM helped a great deal by conducting all
of the detailed coordination within his
community. This relieved the Project
Manager's Office of a series of difficult co
ordinations. The TSM did a good job and I
think it has put us in a good posture to
field the Black Hawk. Looking at it on a
broader perspective, I feel that the TSM
concept will provide an interface through
out development. It is a function of per
sonalities, but I think it is a very useful
tool to the project manager and he should
create a close personal relationship.

Q. We talked briefly a moment ago
about A-I09. Have you seen any im·
pact in your program of A-I09. either
lengthening or shortening the cycle?

A. A-lOO was published when the
Black Hawk was already at Milestone 3. I
have not seen any major changes or mod
ifications to the program related to
A-I09. We have felt indirectly the basic
thrust of A-109 which is to reduce the
length of the development cycle and get
the system in the field. This has per
meated throughout the community. It has
caused us to take actions not to go ''heel to
toe" in testing but to have some overlap of
our final qualification with the production
effort. I believe that the major impacts of
A-lOO are being and will be felt by those
systems that are coming into the develop
ment process with the validation of the re
quirementat Milestone 0 . Hopefully, it
will be beneficial in eliminating some of
the false starts that we have previously
had in the development of new systems. It
should thereby help us to conserve and ap
ply our scarce resources.
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Tentative Agenda Set for Smoke Symposium III at Harry Diamond Labs
The success of Smoke Symposiums I and Laboratory and Field Smoke Extinction vironment. Dr. C. R. Leake, U.S.A. Armor

II has led to the scheduling by COL Henry Data. Dr. G. C. Holst, U.S.A. Chemical and Engmeer Board; A Dynamic Analysis
R. Shelton, PM-Smoke/Obscurants, of the Systems Laboratory (CSL); Relative of the Medium Tank Battalion Conducting
third such symposium, 24-25 April 1979, Humidity Dependence of the Infrared Ex· Hasty Offensive Operations. MAJ J.
at the Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adel· tinction bl Aerosol Clouds of Phosphoric Steele, HQ Department of the Army; The
phi, MD. Acid. Dr.~. W. Stuebing, CSL; Recent De- Impact of Tactical Smoke and HE Ob-

The primary goal of Smoke ill is the dis· velopments in Smoke Munitions. W. C. scuration. S. Gerard, U.S.A. Material Sys-
semination of accrued information re- Dee, CSL. tems Analysis Activity (AMSAA); Utility
lating to technology and development Doctrine and Training, Concepts and S1s- of Qopl?erhead with Ground Laser Desig-
achievements, effects of smoke/obscur· tems Evaluation and Systems Evaluation nation m a European Battlefield Environ-
ants on weapon systems of all the Serv· andAnalysis: ment. J. Chernick, AMSAA; Conceptual
ices, modeling, instrumentation and • An Arm'} Smoke Concept. LTC. D. Ba· Development of Aerosol Gases Passive
methodology, and smoke/obscur~toper· con, TRADOC System~ Mana.ger, S~o~e; Co':ll~rmeasures. E. C. Gilbert, U.S.A.
ationalconcepts. Three Years of Testing NIght VISIon AVIation Research and Development Com·

Emphasis will be upon the information Equipment in an Obscured Visibility En· mand.
obtained during field testing conducted H I' &0 Co $8
since Smoke II with various smoke/ob- eIcopter R ntracts Exceed 00 Thousand
scurants and electro-optical systems. H Ii ch d 10 d t tin' ceptual des;"n for a composl'te tail boom thatPresentations on related theoretical e copter resear , eve pment, an es g ...
analysis, laboratory ex~ents, testing, contracts announced recently by the U.S. Army will decrease ballistic vulnerability.
evaluation and modeling have been in. Research and Technology Laboratories, Moffett Kaman Aerospace Corp., under a $76,537
vited from industry, and the academic and Field, CA, an element of the U.S. Army Avis- contract, will conduct a design assessment of
governmentresearch communities. tion R&D Command, total $800,769. advanced technology, lightweight, low cost,

The tentative agenda for Smoke ill is as The largest award, a 2-year $281,765 con· mission-configured gondola modules. The gon·
follows: tract with United Technologies, is for develop- dola system is expected to be compatible with
ModeIinlr. ment of a low cost, lightweight, crash and fire Army cargo and utility type helicopters.

• The Electro-Optical Sensors Atmos- survivable flight and crash impact data record· SikorskY Aircraft Division, U.T.C., was
h . Eff Lib (E 0 SAEL) L D er to improve Army aircraft operational and awarded $66,659 to determine the technical

jli eriC ects rary - . .. h af ty fe"ibili'ty and applicati'on of a ~ntral on.boardDuncan, U.S.A. Atmospheric Sciences cras s e . = V~
Laboratory (ASL); Smoke DeploynIent Termed an Accident Information Retrieval information processing and crew advisory sy..
Prediction Model. W. D. Ohmstede. ASL; System, the unit is expected to accurately iden- tern. This contract, according to project engi·
Battlefield Obscuration Model Act I. R. B. tify accident causes, thus reducing accidents neer Joseph D. Dickinson, is expected to result
Gomez, ASL; Obscuration Models Based due to similar causes. Crash safety would re- in a reduction of flight crew workload and re-
on Smoke Wee.k. I and II. C. H. Haii;es, portedly be improved by better life support duced costs and weight compared to current
Lockh d Missil d S Co eqnipment and crash survivsble helicopters. cockpit instrumentation.

ee , e an pace ., c.; V h Co Dall TX will . T . T- Col b' MD' ..Gun Flash, Smoke, and Dust Models for oug t rp., as" receIve rItec, wC., um IB, , IS gammg
Battlefield Environment Weapons SYB- $215,346 to investigate multiple cascaded seals, $60,746 to develop a low-cost duel input servo-
te S' uI ti Dr F P G'b Lock develop new improved seals and seal configura· valve with th.e capahility of accepting electrical

m lID a on. . . . 1 son, . ti' f h li ter h dr uli te d elia S1'g--'- from on-hoard computera, fly-by-wtr'eheed; Obscuration Model Predictions ons or e cop y a c sys m.s an r - .......
Compared to Recent Field Test Results. L. bility, maintainability, safety, and cut costa by flight control syatema, and fluidic signala from
P. Obert, Nill:~,vision and Electro-Optics reducing leakage. fluidic stsbility augmentation systems.
Laboratory (NV&EOL); A Master Model George W. Fosdick, project engineer, reports When mounted on airplanes, helicopters or
of Combat Obscuration in a Realistic that new innovative seal designs and concepts other motion producing actoators, the servo-
Sc . W R V Tb Mitr C and seaIa using new materials will be devised valves are designed to provide the capability of
M~n:t;;°ior Mwtiti~~liust Clou~ D~~Pi and tests will be conducted to determine the po- transferring computer information, f1y-by-wire
Thompson, General Electric-TEMPO; tentialoperationalenduranceofthenewsea1s. control inputs, and augmentation system sig-
Adaptation of WES High Explosive Bell Helicoptsr Textron is getting $99,716 to nals to aircraft flight control as well as power
Cratering Models to the Generation of design a truss tail boom for the AH-1G helicop- plant and environmental control for crew mem-
Battlefield Obscurants. J. B. Mason, ter. The primary objective is to develop a con· bers aud equipment.

Waterways ExperinIent Station (WES). AMMRC P 'd D t f M t . I Sit'
Testing, Instrumentation and Method- roVI es aa or a erla s eec IOn
ologj': As a result of recent problems encountered in nitroquauidine. Corrosion data demonstrated

• Smoke Week II. COL H. R. Shelton, the production of munitions, the Project Man· that 3041., 316L, 321, and 347 stainless steels
Project Manager, Smoke/Obscurants; ager for Munitions Production Base Moderniza· should not be utilized in the weak acid, first-
Evaluation of Imaging and Non-inIaging tion and Expansion, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, stsge acid, and second-stage acid systems. Pas-
Sensor Performance in Smoke Week II. H. NJ, requested the U.S. Army Materials and Me- aivity was unstable and corrosion rates marked·
Anderson, U.S.A. Missile Re· chanicsReseachCenter'sasslstanceinmaterials 1y exceeded 20 mils per year in these environ·
search and Development Command selection for equipment used in processing sul· ments (20 to 80 pereentsulfuric acid).
(MIRADCOM); Multi·Spectral Digital furic acid and uitric acid (or the production of These stainless stee1s, however, should be
Analysis of Smoke Dust Aerosols. G. R. nitrognanidine andTNT. suitable for applications involving the third·
Blackman, ASL; Performance of Tank AMMRC is providing a dats base for the Be- stsge acid, product acid, first-, second·, and
Thermal Sight Through Obscurants. C. H. lection of construction materials by carrying third-stage distillate systems (93 percent sui·
Mikeman, NV&EOL; Preliminary Analy- out short-term electrocbemical tests and long· furic acid and mixtures o( sulfuric and nitric
sis of DIRT I and GRAF II Battlefield term surveillance tests of materials under con· acids in concentrations of less than 10 perrent).
Dust Obscuration Tests. J. F. Ebersole, ditions which simulate service environments. Carptenter 20 Cb-3 stainless steel, which is
Aerodyne Research, Inc.; DIRT I Crater Short-term electrochemical polarization tests more corrosion resistant than 304L and 316L
Characteristics. B. W. Kennedy, ASL; Re- and loug·term surveillance tests of 304L, 316L. stainless, ahould be suitable for use in all of the
cent Developments in Field Testing of Ob- 321, 347, and Carpenter 20 Cb-3 atainless aforementioned environments.
scurants. Dr. J. N. Cannon, Brigham stee1s have been carried out in environments Data obtained have been applied to the prepa·
Young University. which simulate the sulfuric acid concentration ration o(Design Criteria Packages for sulfuric
Smoke/Obscurant Technology and Hard· syatem. acid concentrator and sulfuric acid regenerator
ware Development: This system concentrates, by vacuum evapo- facilities to insure that the optimum corrosion,

• Military Smokes-Some United King· ration on a continuous basis, a weak, spent sul· resistant material for the application (15-year
dom Considerations. A. Jarvis, Chemical furic acid mixture produced in the nitroguani- life requirement) will be considered and used.
Defence Establishment, Porton, UK; Ex- dine manufacturing operation, making it suit· Significant improvemeut in performance, relia-
amination of the Correlation Between able (or reuse in nitrating quanidine nitrate to bility, and maintainability will be realized.
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MlRADCOM Electro Optical Simulation Sy tern terrain model

simulate environments affecting a missile
in flight.

They're wringing out equipment nearly
every day now in the Electro Optical Sim
ulation System (EOSS). The clouds, the
bucolic setting, roads, houses, dams,
bridges, vehicles, and airfields are fakes,
merely models, but look so real that mis
siles and weapons tested in the chamber
can't distinguish from the real world.

The EOSS features a 32-foot-square
moving terrain table containing life-like,
3-dimensional targets, including one
which actually moves. Mr. Phil Andrews,
a MIRCOM illustrator in RASA's Graphic
Arts Branch, just recently painted the sky
background behind the table. MIRAD
COM's Technology Laboratory obtained a
probe from NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center that moves across the table for
nap-of-the-earth, or extremely close-in
simulations.

MIRADCOM has built a control system
to computer operate the probe which can
descend within an inch of the table, corre
sponding to 50 feet in the real world.

"With the terrain model, probe and real
istic background, the Army can simulate
what any optical system would see in the
real world," said Phillips, EOSS cell man
ager. "Since the cell has a lighting sysem
that can simulate everything from star
light to daylight, we can test missiles on
their ability to spot, acquire, designate,
track and destroy enemy targets under
day and night conditions.

"We can perform man-in-the-loop sim
ulations with seekers, remotely piloted
vehicles (RPVs), systems like Hellfire, or
helicopter flight scenarios," Phillips said.
"The probe, the table and control systems
provide pitch, roll and yaw motions that
simulate realistic flight."

Phillips said MIRADCOM is wringing
out the equipment, flying practice mis
sions over the terrain model in prepara
tion for a new command program known

MIRADCOM Uses Optical Simulation System for Daily Equipment Tests
as Fiber Optics Guidance Demonstration
(FOGD).

Mr. Rex Powell, an aeronautical engi
neer in the Technology Laboratory's Sys
tems Simulation Directorate, is project
engineer for the FOGD program.

"This will be a technology program,"
Powell said, "to demonstrate and evaluate
the use of fiber optics for missile guid
ance." The fiber optics link, which would
be payed out like TOW wire, is a promis
ing new guidance scheme, he explained,
much better than wire because it has an
extremely wide band width, can handle
more information, and is more secure be
cause it's countermeasures free.

"The concept puts the operator's eye in
the missile. He sees what the missile sees.
Using this technique, we can do more
processing, utilize more techniques, yet
keep equipment needed to do the job on
the ground, not on the missile."

The FOGD program will determine if
RPVs, or other similar systems using the
fiber optics link, could be used as attack
vehicles.

"By using the probe, terrain model and
simulator equipment, we can design an
optimum system to the FOGD concept,"
Powell said. "Right now we're attempting
to put equipment together and actual
flight tests are planned during 1980.

"We will have equipment already test
ed, trained operators, and know what it
looks like before actually flying."

In addition to Powell, Phillips and Hold
er, others working closely in the program
are Mr. Lee Kilbourn, a research physicist
in the Systems Simulation Directorate
who does technical planning for the EOSS
and Infrared Simulation Systems; Mr.
Chuck Martin and Mr. Pete Dufour, EOSS
technicians; and Mr. Jim Windham, an
electronic engineer in MIRCOM's Manage
men t Information Systems Directorate
who develops and programs simulations.

At Redstone (AL) Arsenal two men may
be seen peering from an airborne vantage
point at a valley below. They can see ant
size vehicles on country roads wending
through green fields and scs ttered trees.
They can see a sprinkling of small houses
leading to a small community, a lake and a
dam in the distance, and low hills rising in
the background topped by fluffy clouds
against the blue sky.

Mr. Don Holder, Army mathematician
at the controls of a joystick tilts it for
ward for a closer look at the airfield just
off to the right. Suddenly, he spots a clus
ter of tanks parked in the grass just off
the airfield apron.

He begins a dive squarely at the tanks,
they loom uncomfortably close. A crash
into the tanks appears imminent.

Just as suddenly, the frightening down
ward plunge termiates-all simulated.

Holder and coworker, Mr. William Phil
lips, an electronic engineer, are running
practice missions in the Army Missile Re
search and Development Command's
(MIRADCOM's) Advance Simulation Cen
ter (ASC), a one-of-a-kind facility housing
three test chambers and computers that

Army Science Board Gets
New Civilian Consultant

Prof. Victor K. T. Tang, Department of
Mathematics, Humboldt State Universill"
Arcata, CA, has been sworn in as a civil
ian consultant member of the U.S. Army
Science Board while attending a recent
meeting at the U.S. Army Natick R&D
Command, Natick, MA.

Composed entirely of civilian consult
ants from industry, universities and pri
vate organizations, the Army Science
Board was chartered in November 1977
and assumes the mission of five previous
advisory committee to the Department of
the Army.

Prof. Tang, a professor-statistician,
earned a BA degree ill economics from the
National Taiwan University, Taipei, Tai
wan in 1956, a master's degree in mathe
matics from the University of Washing
ton, Seattle, WAin 1963, and a PhD in
statistics from Iowa State Univ. (1971).

He has authored numerous publications,
and is a charter member of the Interna
tional Association of Survey Statisticians
Mu Sigma Rho, the National Statistical
Honorary Society, a Fellow of the Royal
Statistical Society, England, a member of
the Chinese Statistical Society ofthe U.S.,
the American Statistical Association and
the Institute of Mathematical Statistics.

Listed in American Men and Women of
Science, Dr. Tang has served as honorary
research associate, Department of Statis·
tics, University of California, Berkeley,
CA and as a reviewer of Mathematical Re
views with the University of Michigan.
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briefings of the various systems and the
live demonstrations.

The Army began with a rundown on
Copperhead and then followed with a fIr
ing at a static M-47 tank, then a second
firing at an M-47 tank moving in a path
virtually perpendicular to the howitzer
target line.

The static tank was struck dead center
on the turret and the moving tank was hit
on the hull just under the gun mantlet.

Following a description of the TOW/Co
bra technology and tactics, a TOW missile
was fired at a third tank, and again a di
rect hit resulted.

Other Army systems that were de
scribed with the aid of static displays
were the Hellfire and Stinger.

The Air Force's portion included brief
ings of the TV Maverick, GBU-15, and
Laser Guided Bomb, with live drops of a
GBU-15 bomb on a camouflaged revet
ment containing a simulated command
and combat vehicle, and four Laser Guid
ed Bombs in a salvo against a simulated
fuel storage area. All were once again
dead center.

The Marine Corps then discussed its
need for and role in the development of
the Laser Maverick Bomb.

The Navy's part began with a descrip
tion of the HARM- antiradiation missile,
the Harpoon antiship missile-suitable for
firing from aircraft, ships, or submarines,
and finally the Walleye IT glide weapon.
The final demonstration was target center
impact of Walleye on its target after
launch from a streaking A-7 aircraft.

Dr. Brown then accepted a few ques
tions from the audience, noting among his
answers that the area of precision guided
munitions was one area of technology
where he believed the U.S. had a lead over
potential enemies. He noted that future
budgets would include considerable funds
for such advanced munitions.

Senior Army attendees included Dr.
Percy A. Pierre, Assistant Secretary of
the Army (RDA); GEN John A Guthrie,
DARCOM commander; and GEN Donn
Starry, TRADOC commander.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE Harold Brown examines Copperhead as COL Ronald E. Phillipp,
PM, Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems, answers questions at White Sands Missile Range,
NM.

Maverick antiarmor missiles, the
GBU-15 (CWW) and (PWW) high value
target bombs, the Laser Guided GBU-I0,
12, antistructure bombs and the Pave
Spike Laser Pod.

In clear cold weather, the temperature
at 6 a.m. being 29°F., and visibility
stretching out in excess of 15 miles, MG
Tobiason welcomed the audience. The
General stressed that the rounds being
fired were already scheduled for expendi
ture; however, he cautioned that some of
what they were to see was developmental
and therefore subject to failure. As it
turned out all shots were successful.

Dr. W. J. Perry defined precision guided
munitions for the audience, and noted
that some of the systems being demon
stra ted would include live warheads for
the first time. He noted the need for such
munitions to offset some of the numerical
advantages of the threat nations. In Dr.
Perry's opinion, the technological signifi
cance on the battlefield of precision guid·
ed munitions would be greater than that
of radar in WW II.

The actual firings of this day, he con·
tinued, were hut five of a family of such
munitions, and one could see in these and
the displays an advancing level of opera
tional technology.

Perry pointed out that the first demon
stration would be the Army's Copperhead,
a developmental system that had recently
undergone a reconfIguration derived from
earlier test data. In its new format, Cop
perhead had experienced 14 successes in
16 firings. (The two firings that followed
raised the score to 16 of 18.)

The significance of precision guided
munitions, said Perry, was their role as
force multipliers. They aUow economy of
rounds, of personnel and other critical re
sources, with an increased probability of
hit. It was important, he felt, that not
only the American public know what their
tax dollars have been doing for them, but
for leaders in other nations to recognize
U.S. defensive capabilities.

Dr. Perry's remarks followed the actual

DOD Demonstrates Capabilities of Precision Guided Munitions
Six dead center hits of six shots high

lighted the Department of Defense's dis
play to members of the news media and
senior officials of the Armed Services of
the deadliness of precision guided muni
tions.

With this awesome demonstration of
precision destructiveness, the Depart·
ment of Defense showed off much of its
arsenal of currently operational and de
velopmental precision guided munitions
the so-called' smart" bombs, missiles, and
artillery projectiles.

This high degree of hit success, particu
larly with developmental munitions drew
the remark from one experienced observer
that "the usual Brass failure factor" was
conspiciously absent."

The demonstration was held at White
Sands Missile Range, NM, on 12 Decem·
ber 1978. The impact area was in the
Small Missile Range's Tularosa Basin
where flat sparsely vegetated terrain gave
excellent visibility for the audience lo
cated in bleachers on Cedar Site part way
up the mountains west of the impact area.

The tri-Service demonstration was held,
principally for the information of U.s.
and foreign news media, in order "to in
form the United States public, its allies,
and threat nations, that the Department
of Defense has such weapons systems and
technology available for its defense."

In the interest of economy, the demon
strations were, by direction of Under Sec·
retary of Defense William J. Perry, limit·
ed to the extent possible, to planned devel
opmental tests and ordnance already
scheduled for training expenditure.

The Army was designated as the Execu
tive Service for the demonstration, with
MG O. L. Tobiason, commander, White
Sands Missile Range, assigned as demon
stration director. MG Tobiason's staff was
ably supported in the planning, prepara
tion, and actual conduct of the demonstra
tions by teams from the Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force.

The audience, which comprised mem
bers of the local and national news media
and a limited number of VIPs led by Sec
retary of Defense Harold Brown, was
transported to Cedar Site, where the
group was given the opportunity to look
at static displays of the types of muni
tions being demonstrated plus additional
weapon systems of the several services for
which live firings were not scheduled.

Army systems statically displayed were:
the Copperhead projectile, the TOW, and
the Stinger missiles. Navy systems dis·
played were their 5- and 8-inch guided
projectiles, the joint USN/USAF HARM
antiradiation missile, the Harpoon anti
ship missile, and the IIR Walleye high
value land/sea target missile. The Air
Force displayed TV Maverick and IIR
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(Continued on page 19)

COPPERHEAD missile ready for firing at WSMR.

The projectile electronics package is located behind the seeker
gyro section and consists of eight printed circuit cards plugged
into a motherboard assembly.

The steel warhead structure contains a shaped charge war
head, warhead fuze with safe and arm provisions and intercon
necting electrical cables for interfacing the guidance subsystem
with the control subsystem. During early testing, a telemetry
unit having representative mass and envelope characteristics of
the warhead is substituted for the warhead.

The control housing contains slots that permit the fms and
fixed wings to be folded inside the structure during storage and
cannon launch. Actuator electronics, thermal battery and a cold
gas storage bottle for the controls are mounted on the control ac
tuator unit. The control section also contains locks which hold
the fins and wings inside the structure and a camlpiston mech
anism which deploys the wing upon command. Secondary en
vironment sensors are mounted in the control section to sense
muzzle exit from the gun that enables arming of the warhead.

Prior to firing the projectile, three dials are set on the guidance
section bourrelet which estsblish laser code correspondence with
the appropriate forward observer designator. Next, two more
dials are set to determine whether a ballistic trajectory or a fly
under fly-out type trajectory will be flown and to determine time
delay for full activation of projectile components. Fly-under fly
out trajectories will be used for long range flights while ballistic
trajectories are employed for short range flights. Delay times are
selected to delay full activation of components until the target is
near the acquisition envelope of the projectile.

When the code and time delay settings are completed, the
round system can be placed on the MI09Al loading tray and
rammed, either manually or automatically, using a power
rammer.

At firing, the obturator on the aft end of the projectile seals
the tube and shields the forward portion of the projectile from
the propellant charge gases. In addition, the obturator slips cir
cumferentially and partially decouples the projectile from rifl
ing-induced spin, limiting the exit spin rate.

An 11 volt battery section is activated by the launch acceiera
tion. The launch acceleration also mechanically activates the
warhead safe and arm. The launch acceleration releases fin re
tention locks; however, the acceleration also produces a moment
on the fins which prevents their deployment. After the projectile
has exited the tube, centrifugal force produced by projectile spin
causes the four control fins to deploy. Pin stops establish the fin
sweep angle at 20 degrees from the normal. The fins have a roll

Copperhead: New Weight for Stopping Enemy Armor!
By LTC Robert A. Nulk

Project Manager, Copperhead

In the past, Army artillery has been used as an effective weaJr
on for saturation fIre upon area targets. However, artillery has
been lacking in capability to destroy a point target. Because the
armored moving target was deemed difficult to kill and because
it usually required a direct hit to demobilize it, studies concluded
that a new weapon had to be developed to meet this threat if ar·
tillery was to playa needed role in stopping Warsaw :pact armor
masses.

It was suggested that the ultimate mission of the new weapon
system would be to enhance the indirect fIre capability by dis
rupting, delaying, disorganizing, and destroying enemy mech
anized forces before and during the time they were engaged by
direct fire weapons. Thus, the 155mm howitzer with laser semi
active homing guided munitions was conceived. The munition it.
self is now commouly called Copperhead.

Follow-on studies conducted by the Army Armament R&D
Command, the Army Missile R&D Command, and the Ballistic
Research Laboratory culminated in a Request for Proposals to in
dustry in 1971 for a terminal homing laser guidance system on a
projectile fired by the 155mm howitzer. Thus, the Copperhead
was initiated into development.

The advanced development program was monitored by ele
ments of each government organization previously mentioned.
However, the management responsibility was assigned to the
Project Management Office of the Cannon Artillery Weapons
System. In particular, the Missile R&D Command was assigned
the task of insuring that the guidance and control systems would
be developed to withstand the 9,OOO-g launch environment and
guide the projectile to the target with unerring accuracy.

The purpose of the advanced development program was to
prove that the projectile could be used to increase the effective
ness of standard artillery against point targets. The problems in
providing this proof were many and severe. The system with its
precise and sensitive electrooptical components had to be des
igned to withstand the same high-g firing environment as a
standard artillery round. The system, with no information pro
vided to the round other than that sensed by the seeker, had to
acquire and guide itself to a designated target with extreme ac
curacy. Moreover, the system had to be compatible with the prac
tical world of artillery. It could not be a delicate laboratory de
vice. Ultimately, the system must be producible in large quan
tities at reasonable prices.

The advanced development effort was a 2-phase program in
which a period of 18 months was allotted to componentJsub
system development and 19 months to prototype projectile
demonstration. Phase I was concerned primarily with develop
ment and implementation of the design, inspection, and test
methods needed to harden previously proven guidance, control,
and telemetry components and subsystems to 9,OOO-g and all-up
projectiles to 7,20Q-g. Phase IT was dedicated to proving the con
cept through flight test evaluations. The emphasis on perform
ance and hardening, combined with the extensive test program,
had to produce a practical projectile that would meet or exceed
all performance requirements.

The successful conclusion of the advanced development pro
gram in March 1975 all.owed Copperhead to progress into the en
gineering development program when Martin-Marietta Aero
space was awarded the prime systems development respon
sibility.

The Copperhead projectile (Figure 1) is 155mm in diameter,
4.5 feet long and weighs 138 pounds. The projectile nose is a
blunted conical dome. Aft of the dome is a primary optical lens
bonded to a detector assembly. The detector assembly contains
other optics, a laser detector and video preamps.
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XM2lnfantry Fighting Vehicle (lFV) General Support Rocket System (GSRSJ

New Material May Ease Helicopter Gear Failures
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Full-scale engineering development
of the XM2fXM3 is now underway,
and will require a total of eight test
vehicles and engineering services
leading to a production. Delivery of
the balance of the XM2/XM3 proto
types is to be completed by February
1979, and a production delivery is ex
pected to begin in May 1981.

to develop an alternate surface treatment
for uniform case depth hardening of X-2
alloy steel gears to mitigate the dele
terious effect of the chromic oxide scale.

Chemical and electrochemical pretreat
ments of the X-2 alloy were investigated
as a means of eliminating the deleterious
blocking effect of passive oxide films.
Electrolytic pretreatments, utilizing
anodic, cathodic, and reverse polarity
cleaning techniques prior to carburizing
reportedly result in excellent surface
hardnesses (HRC 58 to 61.9) and an op
timum case depth of HRC 50.

The most promising chemical pretreat
ments of X-2 alloy include a one-minute
immersion in 10 percent H,SO" a 3-min
ute electrolytic immersion in HCL utiliz
ing polarity reversal, or electrolytic im
mersion in ferric sulfate solution for three
minutes with polarity reversing.

Chemical and electrochemical pretreat
ments were found to be comparable or
slightly better than the proprietary ther
mal treatment in obtaining effective case
depths of HRC 50 upon subsequent car
burizing.

A significant cost driver in the harden
ing of Vasco X-2 steel is the current use
of a high-cost proprietary process surface
treatment (thermal oxidation) prior to
carburizing. Alternate cost-effective (+50
percent) surface treatments (chemical and
electrochemical) permitting uniform case
depth hardening may enhance the applica
bility of Vasco X-2 gear steels.

cannon, a TOW antitank missile
launcher, a 7.62 coaxially mounted
machinegun, and finally, six ballis
tically protected firing ports from
which squad members can fire
5.56mm weapons to the sides and rear
of the vehicle.

BecauSe of increasingly higher operat
ing loads, helicopter transmission gear
failures are reportedly on the increase due
to scuffing or scoring which is related to
increased lubricant temperature and
breakdown of lubricant films in gear-to
gear contact. This applies to gears of all
types including helical, spur, ring, and
spiral bevel.

A promising new, high hot-hardness
gear material. planned for use in the
CH-47D and other systems, under de
velopment by the U.S. Army Materials
and Mechanics Reserach Center, Water
town, MA, is a modified Vasco X-2 tool
steel which has the potential of min
imizing failures attributable to scuffing
and scoring.

This is achieved by reducing the carbon
level from the usual value of 0.24 to a lev
el of approximately 0.15 and thereby ob
taining a tougher core and a case-core
hardness differential necessary to pro
duce a sufficiently high residual com
pressive stress in the case.

However, one serious problem en
countered with X-2 is the difficulty in
achieving a uniform carburized case. This
non-uniform case depth is reportedly due
to the presence of chromium oxide scale
on the steel surface, which if effectively
removed or modified, will permit good
carburizing results. This is presently
being accompliahed by means of a high
cost proprietary process.

The objective of this effort, which has
cost reduction as a primary motivation, is

Army Formally Accepts First XM2 IFV Prototypes
The first two prototypes of the XM2

Infantry Fighting Vehicle (lFV) were
formally accepted recently for the
Army by LTG Robert J. Baer, Deputy
Commanding General for Materiel
Development, DARCOM.

A follow-on development from the
earlier "MICV" program, the IFV pro
gram was begun in November 1976.
The new program included the
mission of developing a companion ve
hicle-the XM3, the Cavalry Fighting
Vehicle. Responsibility was assigned
the Fighting Vehicle Systems Pro
gram Manager Office, Warren, MI.
Then, in June 1977 a second mission
was added-that of developing a
carrier for the General Support
Rocket System (GSRS), which would
be a derivative of the basic XM21XM3
with common suspension and power
train assemblies. The first two proto
types of this vehicle were also de
livered to the Army in November
1978.

The contractor for all three is the
FMC Corp. of San Jose, CA.

XM2 represents major technological
advances as well as doctrinal changes
over the current MU3 personnel
carrier. The key technological ad
vances include a high mobility capa
bility-essential for the vehicle to
work in close support with the new
XM1 tank, an integrated day and
night thermal imaging sight, vastly
improved ballistic protection.

From a doctrinal point of view XM2
will be the first infantry squad carry·
ing vehicle that will allow that squad
the option of fighting within rather
than having to dismount as with the
current MU3. Firepower provided
the XM2 includes a 25mm automatic



XMl Undergoes Multiple Test Studies at WSMR
White Sands Missile Range scientists

are performing a series of tests on the
XM1 tank.

The tests, which began in November
1978 and are scheduled to run through
August 1979, are being conducted by per
sonnel of the Army Materiel Test and
Evaluation (ARMTE) Directorate, and are
supervised by Mr. Daniel J. Small, the
ARMTE project engineer for the test
series.

Four kinds of tests will be run, the first
of which is electromagnetic radiation
(EMR) susceptibility. In this series, the
tank and its components will be subjected
to high intensity EMR fields, such as
those created by radars, navigation bea
cons, and radio transmissions, to deter
mine the effects of such emissions on the
XMl's electronics equipment.

The second type of testing will be nu
clear susceptibility. This portion of the
project will be used to determine the
shielding capabilities of the tank's shell,
and the susceptibility of its electrical,
electronic, and electro-optical subsystems
to high levels of gamma and neutron ra
diation, as may be encountered in a tacti
cal nuclear detonation.

The gamma and neutron radiation tests
will employ the missile range's fast burst
nuclear reactor.

Some of the XMl's components also will
be tested at the range's solar furnace,
which can simulate the extreme heat gen
erated by a nuclear blast.

The third type of study to be done on
the tank during its stay at White Sands is
infrared signature testing. This will con
sist of measuring the heat radiation given

off by the vehicle. These tests will help to
determine the XM1's susceptibility to de
tection by various infrared sensors.

Radar signature testing is the fourth
area of study to be conducted at the range.
These tests will be run by Holloman Air
Force Base, using their Radar Target
Scatter Site (RATSCAT) facility. The
RATSCAT will help determine how radar
equipment sees the XM1, and thus deter
mine its susceptibility to detection.

Many of the studies to be run in this
program will be conducted concurrently.
In one case, EMR tests will be run on the
tank during the daytime, while infrared
signature tests will go on at night.

The entire series of tests at White Sands
is a part of the XMl's development as a fu
ture Army combat system.

ARRCOM Picked as MILES Commodity Manager
The u.s. Army Armament Materiel Readiness Command

(ARRCOM), Rock Island, IL, will become commodity manager
for the lifMIl~ of the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement
Systems ( ) in 1980, following transition from the Project
MMiiStSfor Training Devices.

is the core system for a family of direct fire simulators
which use laser transmitters and detectors that allow realistic
war games. It was developed at a cost of $9 million by the DAR
COM Project Manager for Training Devices, Orlando, FL, and
Xerox Electro Optical Systems, Pasadena, CA. Testing was con
ducted by the Training Developments Test Directorate,
TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity, Fort Hood, TX.

The Large Caliber Fire Control Section of the Maintenance Di
rectorate at HQ, ARRCOM will handle commodity manager re
sponsibilities. Under the present Schedule

j
the irntial $150 mil

lion MILES contract will be awarded in ear y 1979.
MILES devices are being developed for the M16 rifle, the

Army's full family of machineguns, Viper, Dragon and TOW mis
siles, and the M551, M60Al and A3 main battle tanks. Follow-on
effort will expand the MILES system into air defense weapons,
mines, helicopters, artillery, Air Force aircraft and enemy weap
ons systems.

The MILES system will reportedly fill a need that has existed
as long as armies have trained-the need to simulate the tremen-

MILES system for M16 rifle. A buzzer indicated kills or near misses
when the laser beam strikes detectors on the soldier's helmet or
torso harness. To silence the blUzer, the soldier removes a key from
the transmitter nf his rifle and inserts it into his harness, which, in
turn, disables his transmitter.

dous lethality of modern weapons and provide a realistic means
of casualty assessment.

Firing the weapons simulators is much like firing the actual
weapons. However, instead of firing live ammunition, these sim
ulators transmit harmless laser beams. To allow the simulation
to be as real as possible, the rifle and machineguns use blank
ammunition, and the missiles and main guns use weapons effect
simulators to simulate the noise, blast and smoke of the actual
weaJlODS. Receiving detectors for laser beams are installed on a
load carrying harness, and on a strap which fits over a standard
issue steel helmet. When a laser beam from a transmitter strikes
a detector, an alarm located near the soldier's left ear informs
him he has sufferd a "near miss" or that he has been "killed."

Hits, kills and near misses are received by detectors mounted
on belts which attach to the front, rear and sides of the vehicle.
If the laser detector belts are struck by a laser beam, a horn will
sound to indicate the near miss or hit. A horn will sound and a
pyrotechnic device will emit smoke in the case of a "kill.' To si
lence the horn, a weapon gun key is used on the control console in
the vehicle.

All lasers are low power, meet eye safety requirements and
operate from self-contained, long-lasting batteries. The versatil
ity of the microelectronics allow a wide range of weaJXlDS simula
tion. The family of simulators may be expanded to mclude addi
tional weapons, vehicles and even aircraft.

M551 Sheridan equipped with MILES training system. The main
gun has the capability of firing one of three lasers to s.imulate the
Shillelagh missile, 152 main gun and coaxial machioegun. Addi
tionally, the cupola-mounted 50-caliber machin gun has its nwn
laser transmitter capability.
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PAINT PATTERNS for mohile "Patriot" power plant blend into desert environment.

are necessary to provide coating systems
offering maximum protection under any
operating or environmental condition.

The majority of the work done by this
laboratory is performed in-house. It does
assist, however, in a large number of pro
curement contracts and acts as consultant
for all of the DARCOM commands on
their contracts when paint problems arise.

The Coatings group is very diversified
in the type of coatings work that is per·
formed. Extensive research and develop
ment programs have been performed in
the areas of anti-corrosion and fire re
tardation. Because of new environmental
regulations, field tests are presently being
performed evaluating the various lead and
zinc chromate anti-eorrosive pigment re
placements, as well as on lead chromate
and moly-orange replacements.

In the analytical area, for the past sev
eral years, emphasis has been focused on
the use of instrumental techniques in the
development of new methods and as re
placements for time-consuming wet meth
ods of analysis. At the same time, classical
approaclJes have not been ignored and of
ten produce the best procedures in specific
cases.

The laborntory responsibility for coat
ings research and development is Army
wide. Several programs have recently
been completed for the Army Aviation
Command and the Project Manager for
Aircraft Survivability Equipment in the
areas of non-reflectiv~or as the lab
terms it, non-specular coatings for the in
terior and exterior of helicopters and the
exterior of fixed wing aircraft. For the in
terior of helicopters, a black lacquer was
developed using glass beads and quartz
silica to achieve this clJaracteristic. It pro
duces comparable properties 8S the 3M
UNextel" product.

The exterior lacquer for helicopters was
developed in an aircraft green color with
specific pigmentation to produce the non
specular and low infrared characteristics
to resist detection by contrast seeking
missiles.

Additionally, coatings are to be devel
oped that will impart to various sub
strates, special optical characteristics
throughout the ultraviolet, visual and in
frared regions to defeat various methods
of enemy surveillance. These methods in
clude ultraviolet and infrared photog
raphy, lasers, contrast and heat seeking
missiles, and night observation tech
niques.

By the lab's researclJ investigations de
signed to develop new methods for the
analysis of coating materials, better qual·
ity control of paints and coatings is ex
pected to result.

Due to new restrictions imposed by re
cent ecological and toxicological legisla·
tion, the lab is also searching for entirely
new materials, coatings and test methods.
Investigations in the development of new
and improved cleaners, derusting com
positions and paint removers are continu
ally performed, and the lab maintains a
Qualified Products List on a significant
number of the specifications. All of these

Paints and Coatings Technology: AMERADCOM Forte

CAMOUFLAGE PATTERNS designed by the U.S, Army Mobility Equipment R&D Command
bave.replaced the olive.dr.ab and w~te star on all major tactical items. The designs disrupt
Lbe s]gnawre characterIStics of vehicles; reduce contrasts with soil and vegetation and dis-
tort internal sbadow areas. '

By Fred L. LaHerman

To soldiers whose service in or close
familiarity with the Army ended with the
Vietnam era or earlier, today's standard
camouflage patterned vehicles are an in
teresting clJange. There were certainly
numbers of ex·GIs who wondered why
such patterns had l:}ot been used before,
but shrugged the momentary question to
the side as they accepted the Army's tradi·
tional one shade olive drab paint scheme.

The reason for the nonstandard camou·
flage painting system in use by the Army
rests in the R&D work done by the Mate
rw T~ow~ ~oorntory, Mooility
Equipment ResearclJ and Development
Command, Fort Belvoir, VA.

Evolving from its 100 year heritage
that began as the Corps of Engineers'
principal military R&D agency, the com
mand is now, by virtue of recent Army re
organizations, responsible for a variety of
aress- barrier and counter·barrier, coun·
tersurveillance, ener~ and environmen·
ta1, and supply distribution and construc
tion systems.

To carry out these tasks the command
has eight laboratories, seven of which are
commodity oriented, i.e., their work is di·
rected toward specific products like mines
or mine detection devices. The eighth lab·
oratory-the Material TeclJnolo~ ~oora
tory, is just that-a teclJnolo~ lab that
supports all other Army labs. A subsid
iary unit of the Materis! Technolo~ lab
oratory is the Army Coatings Lab, and it
is from the work done by this group that
the Army's improved camouflage paint
ings were derived.

The Coating ~b has the job of develop
ing the technolo~ base for new and for
improved coatings, for metal pretreat
ments prior to painting, for organic and
semi-organic primers, and for finish coats
for ferrous and nonferrous metals.
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FRED L. LAFFERMAN. chief of the OrganidChemical Coat
ings Research Team, iuls been employed sin.ce 1957 in the Mate·
rial Technology Laboratory of the U.S. A rmy Mobility Equip
ment Research and Development Command, Fort Belvoir. VA. A
research chemist, he joined the Command foUowing graduation
from the University of Cincinnati where he received a BS degree
in. chemistry. He is a member of the Washington Paint Technical
Group, NalUlnal Paint and Coating AssocialUln; ASTM; and So
CUlty of Pain.t Technology. In 1974 he was a nominee for the
MERADCOM Commander's A ward for Technology.

For the exterior of fixed wing aircraft, a
low infrared reflective, 30 percent visual
gray lacquer was developed. By using
tungsten oxide, the coatings possess less
than 10 percent infrared reflectance in
the range of 1.5 to 4.3 nonometers while
maintaining a 30 percent visual reflective
gray color.

For the Chemical Systems Laboratory,
U.S. Army Armament R&D Command, a
program has been completed for the de
velopment of a chemical agent resistant
camouflage coating. The primary chemi
cal agenta that this coating is to resist are
Mustard Gas and GF. The plymer system
is a 'h polyurethane, and a DA policy may
be established requiring this coating to re
place many of the other camouflage coat
ings. Extensive programs have also been
performed for other commands in solar
reflecting coatings.

Perhaps the most significant and cer
tainly one of the most noticeable was a
program that was performed during the
past several years in the development of a
range of camouflage coatings for miliary
equipment. In March 1974, the Depart
ment of the Army approved and an
nounced a camouflage painting policy for
Army tactical equipment which elimi
nated the traditional olive drab color and
established a pallet of eleven new camou·
f1age colors. Field tests have proven that
camouflage pattern painting works well in
confuaing the enemy observer and en·
hancing battlefield survivability.

The patterns come in a 4-color system.
By changing only one of these four colors,
or at the most two, the same basic pattern
can be made to work equally well in differ
ent seasons of the year or in different
types of terrain. By using the sppropriate
color standard camouflage pallet, as speci·
fied in MIL-E-52798A, in conjunction
with the pattern painting design, a good
color combination for almost every ter
rain can be obtained.

But these camouflage coatings were not
developed to protect against visual means
of observation only. Besides these eleven
colors possessing specific visual require
ments, they also have specific infrared
charscteristics. These different require
menta were established to produce a pat
tern effect to both the visual eye and phe>
tography; as color fIlm, black and white,
infrared fIlm, and camouflage detection
film (color infrared). Actual terrain pre>
duces the same pattern effect.

The primary camouflage paint specifica
tion is MIL-E-52798A, Ename~ Alkyd,
Camouflage. Eleven colors are specified of
which four of them are high infrared re
flective greens. Besides each of these
greens possessing visual and infrared re
quirements, they also possess minimum
maximum reflectance requirements from
0.6 to 0.9 microns. These specific require
ments were established so that the green

colors would spectrally match foliage and
react the same as foliage when photo
graphed by camouflage detection photog
raphy.

Such photography capitalizes on the
high infrared reflectance of deciduous
foliage to create high contrast between
foliage and other materials. A specific
combination of these infrared and red re
gion reflectances excite the specific layers
of the film to reaet ~e same as they would
toward foliage. To avoid high contrast be
tween foliage and artificial camouflage, a
maximum red region reflectance was es
tablished so that only the correct amount
of the magenta layer would be exposed
and, similarly, a minimum infrared re
flectance was required SO that the cyan
layer will be fully exposed.

Besides these requirements, there is
also a minimum-maximum range from 0.6
to 0.9 microns within which the curve
must fall. Where foliage appears green on
normal color photography, it will appear
as a reddish or magenta color on C.D.
film. The acceptable color rendered on
camouflage detection film produces a
Munsell Plot which encompasses the hue
range of 6RP to 1.25 R, a chroma range of
7 to 12, anda value range of 3.70 to 4.75.

This paint comes in the eleven camou
flage colors and is used primarily as the
field applied pattern paint. This enamel is
used either on new equipment as the fin
ish coat or as a top coat on previously
painted equipment to produce the pat
terns. In the past two years, over one mil·
lion gallons of this paint have been pre>
cured at a cost to the Army of approxi·
mately $8 million, and this figure relates
only to the paint procured by the General
Services Administration. A significant
quantity of camouflage paint has also
been purchased by private contractors
within this time period. The paint pre>
cured by GSA has been strictly for field
application.

There are several other camouflage spe
cifications. Since a contractor or depot
cannot always use a slow air drying enam·
el, it was necessary to develop other
camouflage specifications.

At present, the most significant pre>
grams being conducted in this area are
those relating to environmental regula
tions. For example, due to the Lead Poi-

•

soning Act, studies are being performed
to replace lead chromate, molybdate
orange, and lead anti-corrosive pigments
in paints that will be used in residential
areas. Also, due to the possible band on
hexavalent chromium, especially water
soluble types, a program is being conduct
ed to replace zinc chromate in anti-corre>
sive primers. Zinc chromate has already
been eliminated in England.

The most extensive program presently
being performed is the development of
coatings that will conform to the Clean
Air Act, which regulates the solvent emis
sions in paints. Sinoe there are very few
Army paints that presently conform to
this act, it will be necessary to have re
placements for these within three years.
To comply with this, studies are taking
place in water base paints, high-solids
paints, and 100 percent solids coatings.
One other way to comply is for industry to
install after burners, but because of cost
and the possible restrictions in natural
gas, this is impractical in many instances.

One other program being presently per·
formed, which has a significant applica
tion to camouflage coatings, is the evalua
tion of zinc phosphate as an additive to
enamel coatings to improve the color sta
bility, gloss retention, and chalk resist
ance. Extensive accelerated and outdoor
weathering tests have been performed
which confirmed that the addition of zinc
phosphate does extend the service life of
camouflage enamels. With the quantity of
camouflage enamela that are procured, a
significant savings can be observed due to
longer repainting cycles.

Examples of other ongoing work at the
lab include development of: an elastomer
ic camouflage coating for the Lance nu
clear warhead, low infrared reflective
coatings for aviation use, a camouflage
hydrophobic coating for the Patriot radar
antenna, and a moisture indicating coat·
ing for weapon use.

Besides being responsible to the Depart
ment of the Army, the laboratory has
coordinated in programs with the other
military agencies, as well as the FAA,
GSA, and CIA in the civil community.

Should further information on the lab's
activities be desired, one should contact:
Commander, USA MERADCOM, A'ITN:
DRDME-VO, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060.
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In those early days of transition in the
Army from mules to tractors, land mobil
ity was the only consideration. The mobil·
ity equation is now much more complex.
Military mobility encompasses land, air,
sea, parachute delivery and helicopter
transport.

The engineer mission has changed from
heavy construction to combat support re
inforcement by heavY construction equip
ment. Trade-off decisions involving such
factors as performance, convoy speed,
productivity, versatility,logistics and mo
bility are especially difficult to make in
light of the high costs involved when ex·
tensive modification of commercial equip
ment or military design is required.

In the late fifties, the Engineer Re
search and Development Laboratories
(now MERADCOM) developed and proto
typed two revolutionary tractors designed
to provide optimum productivity, without
a sacrifice in mobility. These unique mao
chines were capable of 30 mph convoy
speeds yet when filled with earth ballast
were able to operate as 25-ton earth
movers. During the ensuing years the mao
chines and their mission profiles have
undergone considerable change. Their de
scendents are currently the M9, formerly
the Universal Engineer Trsctor (UET),
which is armored and has a swimming ca·
pability; and the Family of Military En·
gineer Construction Equipment
(FAMECE), which is helicopter transport
able.

The UET has completed development,
has been type classified and is scheduled
to go into production with fielding ex·
pected in Fiscal Year 1980. The FAMECE
is nearing completion of the operational
test phase of development.

tors have been considered as a tool which
might increase their usefulnesa. This trac
tor is defmitely superior in every way to
two mules. It is possible that four ex·
cellent mules well trained could outpull it
on a dead strain, but by working it 24
hours a day, with a little time out for servo
icing, it will accomplish as much as six
flJ"St class mul.es worked to the limit."

The draft letter to Regimental Com·
manders went on to mention a third point
of debate, the possible consideration of
"round wheel·tired tractors."

While tractors have long since proven
their worth as labor·saving machines in
three wars, mobility vs productivity is
still being hotly debated. In the past forty
years, crawler tractors in the Army have
increased from 4 tons to over 40 tons, but
operating speed is still only 6 mph.

The "mule-skinner" W811 just giving way to the "cal-skinner" in the Army when this Cater·
pillar Tractor Model R-4 was photographed in the late Thirties.

Tractor Mobility-The Search Goes On

TRACTOR MOBILITY has come a loog way since this 1935 CLETRAC 3-ton tractor with
towedroll·over type scraper.

By Jamel H. Yeardley

During the era of the thirties, the En
gineer Board (predecessor of MERAD
COM) made a serious study of tractors to
determine their worth as labor-saving ma
chinery. Mobility was a prime factor in de
termining the optimum size and weight of
tractors for the Army.

In the early thirties, the crawler or
tracked tractor was just beginning to be
used for construction, the bulldozer blade
was experimental. and Mr. R. C. LeTor
neau had not yet revolutionized the rub
ber-tired wheel for construction ma
chinery. In the Army, the "mule-skinner"
had not yet given way to the "cat- skin
ners."

There was considerable debate among
members of the Engineer Board as to the
acceptable trade-off between productivity
and mobility. Excerpts from a draft 1937
letter to Regimental Commanders give us
a glimpse of this debate. "There is one
school of thought which holds that the
Division Engineers should not be bur·
dened with heavY labor-saving machinery.
This group holds that labor-saving mao
chinery should be available in corpa de
pots for requisition when needed.

"Special provisions can be made for
moving them to the front when they are
required. Another group holds that the
Divisional Engineers should be equipped
with light tractors as organizational
equipment. The tractor should be capahle
of replacing the animals which were used
for Engineer work in the past.

"It is quite probable that these machines
actually have the ability to substitute for
the mule. Their chief drawback is their in·
ability to keep up with the motorized
column on their tracks. They must be
carried in trucks. There is considerable
doubt as to whether it is worthwhile to
provide an expensive motor truck for
transportation of a mechanical mule.

"Light bulldozers attached to light trac-
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tions stored at Tooele Army Depot; the
disposal of 21,500 obsolete chemical agent
training sets and 180,000 gallons of
carbonyl chloride at Rocky Mountain
Arsenal, the development and testing of a
new transportable Drill and Transfer Sys
tem for the demilitarization of unserv
iceable chemical munitions, and the devel
opment of a portable explosive contain
mentsystem.

In addition, a new protective suit for
workers at Chemical Agent Disposal Sys
tem and a new family of detection and
monitoring devices have been developed
and are currently undergoing pre-opera
tional testing.

Laboratory studies are being performed
under contract to develop disposal pro
cedures for incapacitating agent BZ and
in-house research is being conducted in an
effort to advance existing demilitarization
technology. For example, the Ballistic Re
search Laboratory at APG is conducting
development studies on the use of a laser
for chemical demilitarization operations.

Current installation restoration projects
include the containment and treatment of
migrating contamination at Rocky Moun
tain., Pine Bluff, and Redstone Arsenals.

Surveys and alternative assessments for
the cleanup and eventual disposition of
the former Weldon Spring Chemical
Plant, St. Charles County, MO, and
Frankford Arsenal, PA, have been recent
ly completed and are currently being eval
uated.

The Toxic and Hazardous Materials
Agency will continue the former project
manager's function as the Department of
Defense executive agent for developing in
stallation restoration technology and tbe
required cleanup for military installations
in excess of needs, as well as assisting the
Navy and Air Force in planning and con
ducting their installation restoration.

D8K diesel tractor with bulldozer and ripper.
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andria, VA.
The authorized manpower requirements

for the new agency, 85 civilians and 20
military personnel, are the same as they
were for the former PM office. In ternal
organization change under the concept
will be made within the next few weeks,
however, no job changes will be made.

Since the Army centralized manage
ment for the demilitarization and disposal
of hazardous chemical substances and
munitions in 1972, the former PM office
provided the technical direction for the
environmentally safe disposal of the na
tional stockpile of biological agents and
munitions at Pine Bluff Arsenal, AR;
Rocky Mountain Arsenal, CO; Fort
Detrick, MD, and Beale AFB, CA.

In addition, it handled the demilitariza·
tion of 1.4 million gallons of various toxic
agents, 1,200 pounds of non-lethal com
pounds and 800,000 pounds of explosives
at RMA, Dugway Proving Ground and
Tooele Army Depot, UT; Johnston Island
in the Pacific Ocean, and the Edgewood
AreaofAPG.

Ongoing chemical demilitarization
activities include the acquisition and test
ing of the new Chemical Agent Munitions
Disposal System for a wide-range of un
serviceable and obsolete chemical muni·

Army Establishes Toxic/Hazardous Materials Agency

JAMES H. YEARDLEY is chief of the Construction
Equipment Engineering Division, U.S. Army Mobility
Equipment R&D Command, Fort Belvoir, VA. Graduated
from Pennsylvania State College (now Pennsylvania
State University) in 1943 with a degree in mechanical en
gineering, he served as an engineering officer in the U.S.
Navy during World War II. He is a licensed professional
engineer in Washington, DC, and has received numerous
letters of commendation and outstanding performance
awards during his tenure at Fort Belvoir.

The Army must again make the impor
tant decisions on the 1980 versions of the
"mechanical mule," However, this time
the stakes are considerably higher. In
stead of dozens of units and thousands of
dollars, the decisions involve hundred of
units and millions of dollars.

The questions of the 1937 debate are
echoed by the sons and grandsons of yes
terday's engineer officers, What is tractor
mobility worth? Can the Army afford to
provide expensive helicopters to transport
slow moving tractors to the job site? What
is the most cost effective way to provide
the mobility required to support stream
crossings, prepare defensive positions,
access roads and helipad or airstrips?

Because mobility has always been an
important factor in warfare, the search
for better and more economical means of
supporting combat operations can be ex
pected to continue.

The Department of the Army has estab
lished a Toxic and Hazardous Materials
Agency at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD.

The new agency will assume the func
tions formerly tasked to the Office of the
Project Manager for Chemical Demilitari
zation and Installation Restoration, which
has been located in the Edgewood Area of
Aberdeen Proving Ground since 1973.

COL Frank A. Jones Jr., the project
manager since July 1976, will be the com
mander of the new agency. He said that
the redesignation from a project manager
resulted from the Army's continuing re
quirements for chemical demilitarization
and installation restoration programs.

Normally under the Army's project
manager concept, a specific PM office is
disestablished when assigned tasks are
completed. In this case, however, a perma
nent agency was established due to the
long-range task of disposing of unservice
able and obsolete chemical agents and
munitions and the expanding installation
restoration program.

The new agency has both Department of
Defense and Army-wide responsibilities,
and reports to the Commander, U.S.
Army Materiel Development and Readi
ness Command, headquartered in Alex-
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Product Improvement-The Alternative to New Development
By COL lloyd A. Gimple PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM GROWTH
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and materiel handling equipment; water
anti-pollution devices for Army water
craft; air anti-pollution for vehicles; and
federal aviation regulations which gener
ate changes in avionics and instrumenta
tion on Army aircraft.

The PIP Program includes all types of
equipment and weapon systems regard
less of size, important or seemingly unim
portant. The most important question is
whether or not an improvement is needed.

The Ml09A1 self propelled howitzer
will soon be converted to the Ml09A3 by
virtue of several modifications that will
provide for increased range, better com
bat efficiency and NATO standardization.
These improvements, through utilization
of the latest technology, will allow the
M109 to fire the latest cannon launched
guided projectile called "Copperhead," and
the "new family" of projectiles, both of
which provide greater range and lethality.

Additional modifications will greatly
enhance the reliability of the system thus
extending its useful life into the 1990s.
This program will begin in Fiscal Year
1979 and be completed in three years.

Today's Cobra Helicopter looks similar
to the original version fielded in 1967, but
that is where the similarity ends. The
product improved Cobra has kept pace
with the increased armor threat by appli
cation of advanced technological subays
tems improvements, which will fill the
mission gap pending production and field
ing of the Advanced Attack Helicopter.
Some of the planned changes include:

• TOW missile system with its telescop
ic sight unit. launchers and electronics
components.

• Fire control subsystem which includes
the fire control computer,laser rangefind-
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in ammunition production because the
purchase of large quantities provides a
quick return on investment. Cost avoid
ance is accomplished through application
of RAM criteria.

A substantial number of our productim
provement projects are oriented towards
improvements in RAM. In many cases a
modest investment to improve RAM re
sults in substantial reductions in mainte
nance support and operating costs.

Although all RAM PIPs do not result in
direct cost savings, they do reduce failure
rates and associated down-time and in
crease operational availability. All of
these factors of course are critical to our
equipment readiness. Examples of PIPs in
this category are the 21/2 and 5-ton truck,
the M551 Sheridan, and the M60 Tank.

Deficiency correcting PIPs relate direct
ly to the everyday readiness problems ex
perienced by our equipment in the hands
of the user. Closely associated with RAM,
this category deals largely with prema
ture failure equipment malfunctions and
safety hazards.

Compatibility, standardization, envi
ronmental and simplification improve
ments are typified by those PIPs which
provide the user with equipment which is
compatible; i.e., M88Al Tank Retriever
has the dieser engine and numerous com
ponents in comm.on with the M60 Tank.
Standardization PIPs not only seek stand
ardization within our armed forces but
also with NATO; i.e., ANiTI'C 38 switch
for NATO interface.

A significant impact on the total Prod
uct Improvement Program results from
various legislative requirements generat
ing roll-over protective structures and
noise abatement devices for construction

NUMBER OF PIPS BY YEAR

NO. OF PIPS
500

Anyone who has ever thought about re
placing his 5-year-old automobile or his
home realizes why product improvement
is so popular. Increased cost of new sys
tems, along with inflation, has caused the
Army to look more to product improve
ment than has even been done in the past.

Product improvement is specifically the
modification, retrofit or conversion of
existing type classified materiel The proc
ess encompasses the primary mission of
increasing operational capability, increas
ing Reliability/Availability/Maintainabil
ity (RAM), and correcting all types of defi
ciencies, to include safety deficiencies.

Product improvement utilizes state-of
the-art technological advances to accom
plish equipment changes quickly, and this
is really what the Army's product im
provement program is all about.

'This procedure is not a new concept, it
has been going on for a long time. A clas
sic example is the upgrading of l1intlock
fire arms to percussion, and the conver
sion of muzzle loaders to breach loading
systems. The accompanying graph depicts
the dramatic program growtb of product
improvement.

The total number of prodUct improve
ment proposals (pIPs) which are being
worked during anyone year have been re
duced, primarily due to the combining of a
number of PIPs on specific weapon sys
tems into one PIP per weapon system.
This results in fewer but larger PIPs. The
dollar value shown in the graph indicates
the program growth.

It is frequently thought that PIPs are
caused by poor research and development
on the weapon system prior to fielding.
This is simply not true. Fully, 65 percent
of our funds are provided for the main
purpose of increasing the operational ca
pability of a weapon system through
application of technology which was not
available when the system went through
the R&D phase.

Many older systems use the preponder
ance of the PIP funds, such as the CH-47
Chinook Helicopter, Cobra Helicopter,
M60 Tank, Improved Hawk, MI09 Howit
zer, M113 Armored Personnel Carrier,
etc. All of these systems have been in the
field for 10 or more years but, by virtue of
the PIP process, are being modernized
with state-of,the-art technology.

The majority of the PIP program is com
prised of those PIPs which are directed to
improving operational capabilities. Sev
eral Cobra Helicopter, Improved Hawk,
CH-47 Modernization, and M60 Tank
PIPs are included in this category.

Only two PIP categories directly ad
dress cost reduction or cost avoidance.
Cost reduction is utilized to a great extent
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COL LLOYD A. GIMPLE is chU!f. Oftree of Product 1m
provemen~ HQ U.S. Army Matemt Development and Readi
ness Command. He {armed the Office of Product Improve
ment ill August 1975. EarlU1rassignmenls included two tours
ill VU!t1lam and service as commander, 1st Aviation Mainte
nance Battalion, Hunter Army Air{ield, GA. He graduated
with a BGS degree {rom the University ofNebraska and has
completed the Command and General StaffCollege.

Eight Contracts Total $3 Million
For Assault Breaker Research

required to offset new threats and, addi
tionally, will preclude our expensive sys
tems from becoming obsolete.

The product improvement process and
philosophy will surely play an increasing
ly larger role in the future as more empha
sis is given to this vital program.

plying hot or cold water, requiring little
personal attention. In addition, they say,
it has demonstrated a versatility in pro
viding hot water for field hospitals or for
drinking water in the wilderness.

Eight contracts totaling about $3 mil
lion have been awarded by the U.S. Army
Missile R&D Command to separate firms
to conduct research and technology dem
onstrations on a proposed new Army anti
tank concept known as Assault Breaker.

Assault Breaker technology is being di
rected specifically at a long range delivery
system which can strike deep into enemy
territory and knock out massed tanks and
heavy armor. As the delivery system ap
proaches the armor it will dispense sev
eral submunitions that will be guided in
dependently to their targets.

The technology demonstration, spon
sored jointly by the Army and the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, will
focus on the terminal portion of the pro
gram which commences with submunition
dispersal. Each of the eight firms will de
velop missile dispensing systems, seekers,
air frames, submunitions and bomblets,
and study cost effective delivery systems
for the smart munitions.

Companies receiving the MIRADCOM
contracts, which may eventually have a
potential value of approximately $15 mil
lion are: Boein~ Aerospace, Seattle, WA,
$982,000; Martin Marietta Aerospace, Or
lando, FL, $952,000; Hughes Aircraft,
Canoga Park, CA, $150,000; Vought
Corp., Dallas, TX, $150,000; General
Dynamics, Pomona, CA, $200,000; Phys
ics International, San Leandro, CA,
$74,000; Science Applications, Inc.,
Huntsville Division, $100,000; AVCO Re
search and Systems Group, Wilmington,
MA, $50,000.

Following the technology demonstra
tion, MIRADCOM will select one or more
contractors for continued advanced devel
opment of the Assault Breaker.

vehicles, and Patriot missile will soon be
fielded.

These systems must not only keep pace
with the advancing technology but, addi
tionally, must also keep pace with the ever
changing threat to national security. Im
mediate economical changes to these mod
ern systems will provide the capabilities

CSL Examines Norwegian Decontamination Apparatus
SANATOR, a multipurpose, mobile wa

ter hesting and pumping apparatus devel
oped in Norway and believed to have p0
tential for decontaminating personnel and
equipment, was demonstrated recently at
the Army Armament R&D Command's
Chemical Systems Laboratory, APG, MD.

Pronounced SAN-ATE-OR, from the
Latin, "that which cleans," the decontam
ination apparatus was designed and pro
duced in Oslo, by Mr. Karl H. Hoie, a me
chanical engineer. During a 2-week visit
to CSL, Hoie and his production chief, Mr.
Reidar Gran, provided instructions on op
erations and maintenance of the unit, de
signed to deliver hot water anywhere at
anytime.

The SANATOR, standard decon equip
ment with both Norwegian and Swedish
Armed Forces, was brought here for eval
uation to determine if it can be adapted to
U.S. Army requirements. Tests conducted
in Scandanavia proved the unit can oper
ate effectively in extreme arctic condi
tions as well as in an equatorial rain for
est.

The SANATOR reportedly can draw
from any water source, still or running,
and can deliver water atany required tem
perature and pressure for showers or for
cleaning contaminated materials under
extreme climatic conditions in summer or
winter.

Mobile and lightweight, the complete
pump-heater weighs about 330 pounds
and the standard accessory pack, includ
ing hoses, shower, battery and cleaning
jets weigh about 145 pounds.

The SANATOR operates independently
of external power sources, requiring only
liquid fuel. Ita powerful engine operates
on 2-stroke fuel provided by a jerrycan.

An adequate source of water is the heart
of any operation for survival, whether a
national catastrophy or a military opera·
tion. SANATOR's developers point out
that it is a proven system for reliably sup-

er, a pilots "beads-up" display and air data
subsystem. The laser rangefmder, with
accuracy to 10,000 meters, provides input
to the fIre control computer and the TOW
telescopic sight unit allowing the AH-1S
to stand off to the maximum range of its
TOW missile.

• Universal gun turret which will accept
either the 20mm gatling gun or the 30mm
chain gun.

• Wing stores management system
which provides pilot capability to select
warhead types, firing intervals, fuzes, sin
gle or multiple rockets and rocket inven
tory.

• Improved main rotor blade, fIat plate
canopy, improved transmission and en
gine, nap-of· the-earth cockpit and avion
ics, and numerous aircraft survivability
improvements.

The Yukon Stove, one of several mili
tary space heaters, has a deficient gravity
flow fuel system. Several troop com·
plaints concerning the potential fIre haz
ard stimulated the submission of a prod
uct improvement proposal to eliminate
the gravity feed adapter. Additionally,
the'PIP will increase the capacity of the
fuel tank and modify the existing gravity
flow system.

The improved system would incorporate
a larger fuel can with an opening at the
base of the can, in addition to the normal
opening at the top, to preclude the neces
sity for inverting the can. This would
eliminate the current gravity feed adapter
and vent tube. It would also allow for re
filling the can without changing any com
ponents.

The program management of the PIP
process has been formalized in recent
years by the establishment of a separate
office at HQ U.S. Army Materiel Develop
ment and Readiness Command. This of
fIce was established primarily to empha
size the benefIts of product improvement,
provide policy guidance, review the
achievement of techni.cal milestones, re
view formal proposals, and track on ex
penditures of funds.

The amount of visibility now given this
vital program has helped establish a new
philosophy of ensuring that the Army's
weapon systems remain current with
state-of-the-art improvements-improve
ments which can be accomplished rapidly
and at minimum cost.

At this point in time the future of prod
uct improvement appears bright. It is ex
pected that technology, especially in elec
tronics, will continue to accelerate at an
extemely fast pace. This technology can
be adapted to our present, and soon to be
fIelded weapons systems, considerably
faster and more economically than the de
velopment of new replacement systems.

The most expensive weapon systems
ever developed by the U.S. Army; XMl
tank, utility tactical and advanced attack
helicopters, infantry and cavalry fighting
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Training Simulators-A Soviet Must
By John B. Halley lowers its readiness posture. That the

The modern Soviet Army has been note- Soviet Army is aware of the dilemma is
worthy for its use of the principle of mass apparent. They have actively attacked the
to overcome deficiencies in tactics, equip- problem by establishing rigid usage ra-
ment and training. Masses of new equip- strictions on all vehicles.
ment and firepower are used to simply Approximately one third of the oldest
overwhelm opponents. But the use of vehicles are designated training vehicles
mass also means a corresponding increase while the remainder of the unit's vehicles
in logistical requirements. are placed into short term storage. Except

Supplying the basics of combat fuel, am· for major field exercises these vehicles ra-
munition, rations, and repair parts, be- main in storage.
comes a monumental task. To reduce their Training vehicles are operated until a
logistic load, operational readiness of predetermined mileage "life" is reached.
combat vehicles has become a major con· At this point the vehicle is turned in for
sideration and objective of R&D and of depot refit and a new or rebuilt vehicle is
training. issued to the unit. The new vehicle is

The Soviets understand that one of the placed in storage and the oldest stored va-
major causes of parts failure is wear and hicle then becomes the training vehicle.
tear caused by the normal use of the To insure the maximum utilization and
equipment. Even the best maintained life of designated training vehicles, train·
equipment will eventually wear out. ing simulators and aids are widely used.
Every kilometer or hour of vehicle use Tank gun tube wear is reduced by the ex-
erodes, irretrievably, the life of the vehi- tensive use of a 23mm subcaliber insert in
cleo Therefore, strict controls are required lieu of service ammunition. Most maingun
for equipment usage (especially combat gunnery with actual service rounds is re-
vehicles) to insure that unnecessary wear stricted annually to approximately 20-25
oftheequipmentise1iminated. rounds per crew. Tracking and firing on

Combat vehicle crews require on·vehicle the move is simulated with individual
training to obtain and maintain their spe- (Fig. 1) and vehicle size rocking platforms
cialty skills. This often requires the opera· (Fig. 2).
tion of the vehicle, which automatically There are several variations of this

Fig. l.lndividual Rocking Platforms. Fig. 2. Tanks 00 Rocking Platforms on Subcaliber Range.

training aid, but the basic device consists
of a metal frame onto which an individual
or tsnk can be placed and rocked to simu·
late cross-country movement. It is used in
conjunction with sighting and gun stabili
zation devices.

These frames are usually installed in
classrooms, motor·park areas, canton
ment areas, subcaliber ranges, at range fa
cilities in the concurrent training areas,
and on occasion, on the firing line. Divi
sional training areas are sometimes
equipped with special training tanks
which are used by all divisional units dur
ing their gunnery training.

Driver's training is a major source of va
hicle wear and one that can only be allevi·
ated partially by the use of simulators and
training aids. To the extent possible the
Warsaw Pact makes the maximum use of
such devices.

High level training schools are equipped
with elaborate driving simulators which
attempt to duplicate various driving con
ditions with motion picture films, engine
noise and vehicle pitch, cant and vibra
tion. At lower levels g~carts and drive
able simulators (Fig. 3), with dupli.cate
controls, teach basic rules of the road and
limited cross country navigation. The use
of simulators in addition to obviously
e1iminating vehicle wear also provides a
cost savings in fuel and parts.

Fig. 4. Cutaway Simulator of BTR-60PB.
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Some of the more common devices and
aids currently in use include:

• The TOPT training turret is used to
teach conduct of fire against fixed, disap
pearing, and moving targets during day
and night. Additionally it is used to train
target reconnaissance, range determina
tion, rules of flre, loading and firing the
maingun and machinegun, and radio com
munications.

The TOPT consist of a housing (hull) on
which the turret is mounted. To simulate
movement of the tank the device is
mounted on a motorized rocking platform
that can oscillate vertically and horizon
tally. The hull and turret are welded
frames of sheetsteel.

Inside the turret are mockups of the gun
with a pneumatic device for opening the
breech and ejecting the training (dummy)
round, a stabilizer, a machinegun, a gun
ner's telescope or a night sight, a com
mander's periscope, and a tank in tercom
system. Other training devices such as fir
ing simulators can also be incorporated
into this basic device.

• "Skeleton Operating Stands," full
scale, cutaway simulators, (Fig. 4 and 5)
provide a means of teaching simultane
ously large numbers of trainees "how to
dismantle and service air cleaners, and
fuel oil and lube oil filters ... insta1lations
and checking the adjustment of the
clutch, and high-pressure fuel oil pump,
proper operation of CBR and fire-fighting
equipment.n

Having the student observe and perform
skills in a controlled learning environ
ment allows him to acquire and sharpen
maintenance and manipulative skills
without the hazard of damaging or lower
ing the readiness status of a combat ve
hicle.

The use of these and other training aids
does not eliminate the use of actual equip
ment. It assists in reducing the training
burden the unit's combat vehicles are re
quired to carry. This reduction, while not
eliminating the fair wear and tear, does
assist in relieving the pressure and helps
to keep the unit's material readiness at ac
ceptable levels.

Fig. 5. Cutaway Simulator of T-55 Tank.

That these elaborate simulators are cost
effective is amply demonstrated by this
evaluation: "Making the design of the
stands more complicated pays for itself a
hundred-fold when training personnel. n

JOHN B. HALLEY is an inteUigenee research specialist at the
u.s. ArmyForeign Science and Technology Center in Charlottes·
villi!, VA. He entered duty in 1962 as an Armor offker and at·
tained the rank ofmajor before leaving active duty last year. His
assignments have included troop duty in Korea, Vietnam, and
Germany. Additionally, he has been specializing in Scientifk and
Technit:allntelligence for the lest eight years.

Copperhead:Designed to Stop Enemy Armor
(Continued from page 9)

cant which maintains a clockwise projectile spin rate higher than
the body natural frequency. This prevents roll resonance from
occurring during flight and permits liberal tolerances in vane
fabrication. The tail fins provide aerodynamic stability during
the hallistic portion of flight and aerodynamic control during
guided flight.

For a hallistic trajectory, the projectile will continue to fly a
non-rolling ballistic trajectory until target acquisition is accom
plished. Ifa glide (FUFO) trajectory has been selected, the seeker
gyro is placed in a free mode (i.e., it acts as an inertial reference)
at the same time the wing deployment command is given. Con
currently the auto-pilot initiates an attitude hold mode in which
vane commands are computed to keep the projectile aligned with
the gyro. In this mode the projectile will glide at an angle which
is less than that established by the gyro spin axis attitude. The
projectile will fly in this non-rolling glide mode until target
acquisition occurs.

Target acquisition occurs when laser energy at the proper code
is detected by the seeker. Upon acquisition, seeker gyro track is
begun and the gyro is slewed toward the target. The guidance
electronics compute torquing commands for the seeker gyro
which are proportional to the line-of-sight angular error. The
gyro slew mode of operation is maintained for a sufficient period
of time to permit nulling of any initial pointing error, then pro
portional navigation guidance and gyro track are initiated and
warhead electrical arming is completed. At this point the fuze
arming function is complete, and the warhead will detonate upon
target impact. Bias is added to the proportional navigation guid-

ance commands to compensate for trajectory droop caused by
gravity (which can result in the projectile impacting short of the
target).

Warhead detonation is triggered at target impact by either a
direct impact sensor mounted inside the optical dome on the
laser detector assembly or by anyone of the six shock wave sen
sors (SWS) attached to structural bulkheads. The SWS detect
shock waves caused by grazing type impacts. The shaped charge
warhead jet will penetrate the target, and the blast and frag·
ments produced hy detonation will assist in achieving the target
kill.

Interoperability is one of the goals for Copperhead. The round
which is designed for the MI09A1 self-propelled howitzer and
the new M198 towed howitzer has also been fit tested in the U.S.
M114 towed howitzers, in the French 155 a Grand Cadence De
Tir (GC'!) self-propelled howitzer and the British, German,
Italian SP-70 and FH-70 howitzers. Slug firings are planned
and underway in these allied guns to demonstrate interop
erability.

At press time Copperhead has had 16 successes of its last 18
firings. Included among these have been fIrings utilizing RPV
designation as well as hand-held laser designation, and against
multiple targets illuminated with different laser codes. Tests
have been successful at ranges of 4, 8, 12, and 16 kilometers
against both static and moving targets. (This was dramatically
demonstrated to the Secretary of Defense in Precision Guided
Munitions demonstration 12 Dec. 78 at White Sands Missile
Range where two projectiles were fired for the press.)

The ability of the cannon artilleryman to add his weight as a
meaningful contributor to stopping enemy armor is becoming
reality thanks to Copperhead.
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ment for the quantitative administra
tion of vaccines andJor microorgan
isms by the respiratory route to man,
other primates and small laboratory
animals. Two environmentally con
trolled aerosol chambers with con
necting hood systems can safely hold
2,500 ~ea pigs in individual cages,
250 pnmates or 25,000 mice.

Auxiliary laboratory rooms have
been modernized to conform to the op
eration and safety standards of excel
lence found throughout the main
building. Other annex space has been
converted into a physlOlogy labora·
tory where temperature, humidity
and noise levels can be controlled for
study of the effects of infectious dis
eases on cardiac, respiratory, and
other physiological functions; labora·
tory animal holding facilities; and
microbiology, virology, serology, and
immunology research laboratories
with supporting services and animal
rooms. These can also be utilized at
the P-4 containment level.

The Institute research program is
designed to provide the military
forces of the United States with bet
ter methods of medical protection
against infectious diseases, those due
to either naturally acquired microor
ganisms or those intentionally dis
seminated.

The program msy be subdivided
into four major areas. First, the devel
opment of immunoprophylactic meas
ures constitutes the major portion of
the research program since the ideal
medical defense against disease would
be to immunize an entire population.
The Institute conducts a vigorous re
search program to develop new and
improved vaccines and toxoids, and to
develop the necessary methodology
for large scale commercial production
of these biological products.

Within this program, research is di·
rected toward improving immu
nogenic response to vaccines by appli·

threat to research workers and com·
plete safety for the surrounding com
munity.

Among the many safety features
are six sealed microbiological cabinet
systems, ultraviolet barriers, person
nel safety suits, differential negative
air balance throughout the suite sys
tems, filtration and incineration of all
exhaust air, and special clothing
change rooms. These distinctive
microbiological laboratories provide a
unique resource among laboratories in
the Free World for the safe study of
highly virulent diseases.

The main Institute building con
tains a 15 bed general medical treat
ment ward, an outpatient treatment
clinic and a 16 bed research ward
which can be isolated into a self-con
tained environment for volunteer
studies. Within this complex, a special
P-4 patient containment area is avail
able to safely house, diagnose and
treat patients who may have been ac
cidentally exposed to dangerous and
infectious diseases such as Lassa fever
virus.

The Institute Annex contains equip-

The U.S. Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases
(USAMRIID), an important compo
nent of the U.S. Army Medical Re
search and Development Command
has the mission to conduct studies on
the pathogenesis, diagnosis, pro
phylaxis, treatment, and epidemi
ology of infectious diseases.

Particular emphasis is placed on
problems associated with medical de
fense against biological warfare, on
naturally occurring diseases of partic
ular military importance, and on high
ly virulent and pathogenic microor
ganisms, the study of which requires
special containment facilities.

A complex, sophisticated, military
unique program of bioscience is con
ducted in two buildings totaling ap
proximately 300,000 square feet of
floor space. The main building con
tains 23 modern laboratories which
feature the latest in functional con
cepts, laboratory design, and safety.
Safety features built into these labora
tories permit studies of highly viru
lent, disease agents with minimal

Headquarters of the U.S. Army Medical Research
and Development Command, under MG William S.
Augerson, commanding general, has relocated to
Fort Detrick, Frederick, MD.

The mission of Headquarters is to direct military
medical RDTE and acquisition programs in the
areas ofdisease hazards ofmilitary operations, com·
bat casualty care, health hazards of the environ
ment and systems, and dental health. The command
encompasses 8 CONUS laboratories, 6 overseas
units and a substantial contract program.

Two laboratories are situated at Fort Detrick: The
U.S. Army Medical Research Institute ofInfectious MG William S. Augerson

Diseases (USAMRIID) and the U.S. Army Medical Bioengineering Research and
Development Laboratory (USAMBRDL). On 31 July 1978, USAMRIID was as
signed to Walter Reed Army Institute ofResearch in an effort to effectuate effi
cient use of laboratory space, to coordinate management of future research, and
to create a single infectious disease program. The following is a description of
USAMRIID and USAMBRDL.
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P-4 Level Biohazard Containment Hood System used in infectious disease research at the U.S.
Army Medical Researchlnstitute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRUD).

cation of new concepts, improving the
safety of the vaCCines, determining
their most effective route and dosage
and developing information whereby
irradiation-exposed victims can be im
munized safely with existing vaccines.
New initiatives in the vaccine pro
gram include:

• Hexavalent Botulinum Toxoid: A
new toxoid product is being developed
with improved specificity and reduced
reaction rates. No other agency has
the capability to perform research us
ing this highly lethal agent.

• Anthrox Vaccine: Investigations
are underway to improve the present
vaccine in order to reduce the high
rate of reactions and the time period
re<tuired for the recipient to become
fully protected.

• Congo/Crimean Hemorrlw.gic Fe
ver: No vaccine currently exists for
this disease. Studies are underway to
develop a vaccine against these viral
infections. (20 percent mortality in
some outbreaks.)

• Korean Hemorrhagic Fever: No
vaccine exists and, in fact, the virus
has never been isolated nor fully char
acterized.

• Rift Valley Fever Vaccine: AJ
thou!l'h an existing vaccine protects
reciplents, product improvement is
underway as the vaccine does not
meet today's rigid safety standards. A
recent outbreak in E~t, reported in
November 1977, justlfies acceleration
of this effort, officials say.

• Chikungunya Virus Vaccine: A
product improvement is underway as
the existing experimental vaccine con
fers protection but does not meet req
uisite safety standards. Chikungunya
virus causes an incapacitating illness,
capable of rapid debilitation of com
bat forces for several days.

• Legionnaires' Disease Agent Vac
cine: In collaboration with the Center
for Disease Control, the Institute is in
the process of further characterizing
this bacterium, assessment of its aero
sol hazard and pathophysiology in ani
mal models, and development of a
vaccine.

• Epidemic Typhus Vaccine: A liv
ing attenuated vaccine is currently
available, but the World Health Or
ganization and others have reserva
tions about its safety, and possible re
crudescence of the organism. A com
mercially produced inactivated vac
cine appears to have lost its ability to
protect. This Institute will attempt to
produce an effective, inactivated vac
cine a~ainst this rickettsial agent.
Mortality is low if early medical treat
ment is readily available, however, fa
talities in the range of 10·50 percent
may occur without treatment.

• Ebota Virus Vaccine (Marburg.
like virus): Actual work on this agent,
which emerged for the first time in
Africa in 1976, where over 400 cases
with 70 percent fatality were record
ed, is ready to start as soon as addi
tional P-4 biohazard containment im
provements in the facility can be com
pleted. The World Health Organiza
tion has requested the Institute to un
dertake work against this highly
lethal agent.

• Lassa Fever Virus: This African
virus also requires a P-4 facility for
biohazard containment. Work with
this highly virulent agent was initiat
ed at the Institute when patients
thought to have Lassa fever were ad
mitted. It is acquiring human conva
lescent plasma for both Ebala and
Lassa Virus studies to protect the
staff in case of laboratory accidents
and for treatment of patients. The
World Health Organization also sup
ports the urgency of this project.

The second major area of research is
devoted to the treatment and manage
ment of patients with infectious dis-

USAMRllD Isolation Suit

eases of biological warfare impor
tance. A major problem concerns de
vising methods for providing medical
care to the large number of personnel
that might be involved.

Third, the development of rapid and
accurate techniques for establishing a
specific etiologic diagnosis is empha
sized. In addition to immunological
methods employing specific diagnos
tic reagents, biochemical and biophys
ical approaches are being explored.
This host response to infection is re
ceiving intensive study as a means of
developing possible new diagnostic
measures.

And fourth, a study of the patho
genesis of differences in infectious
diseases is being conducted with em·
phasis on the use of model infections
In laboratory aninlals. Unnatural
routes of entry of infectious microor
ganisms or bacterial toxins are also
being studied due to possible signifi
cant differences in the clinical picture
of a disease when exposure occurs un
der unnatural conditions.

To date the Institute has developed
or is in the process of developing or
improving the quality of 24 vaccines
and toxoids. Some of these vaccines
include: anthrax, tularemia, plague,
inactivated Venezuelan equine en
cephalomyelitis (VEE), live attenuat
ed VEE (TC083), inactivated TC-83
VEE, Rift Valley fever, Chikungunya,
Eastern and Western equine encepa
litis, Rocky Mountain spotted fever
andQfever.

The most publicized use of a vaccine
developed by the Institute has been
the live attenuated VEE vaccine
which was used to immunize horses to
curb the spread of VEE from Mexico
into Texas in 1972. The availability of
this vaccine is credited with averting

(Continued on page 22)
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MEASURING dissolved oxygen in waste
water treatment projects at USAMBRDL.

includes the conduct of engineering
research and development of military
medical equipment on a continuing
basis for the Army and on an ~as re
quired" basis for the Navy and Air
Force. The lab is responsible for the
construction of initial pilot proto
types, test models, and the production
of limited quantities of medical mate
riel to support urgent military re
quirements.

Further, it conducts The Surgeon
General's RDT&E program in inte
grated pest management systems to
include materials, methods, equip
ment and concepts.

The lab also conducts environmen
tal health research in support of The
Surgeon General's responsibilities in
air and land, water, pollution control
and solid waste, hazardous waste, and
pesticide disposal. This includes man
agement of the intramural and extra
mural portions of the USAMBRDL
Environmental Quality Protection
Program.

The laboratory's total budget during
FY78 was about $6 million, approxi
mately half of which was devoted to
contract monitoring efforts. The labo
ratory functions in an unstructured
manner capable of maximum respon
siveness and flexibility. Structurally,
the unit consists of a headquarters ele
ment and five operating divisions de
signed to carry out or support the
various mission requirements.

The Engineering Division is en·
gaged primarily in the research, devel
opment, test and evaluation of combat
material. This program consists of ex
ploratory development, advanced de
velopment, and engineering develop
ment.

Although some of the equipment de
veloped by this division is used in
fixed medical facilities, primary em
phasis is on equipment for use in field
medical treatment units.

One item which has had worldwide
application is the h~ermic jet in
jector apparatus. DesIgned specifical
ly for i=unization of large numbers

the Institute, in conjunction with the
technology and safety procedures
used in the study of highly infectious
diseases, constitute a unique national
resource which may be called upon to
respond to national or international
medical emergencies.

The U.S. Army Medical Bioengi
neering Research and Development
Laborotory (USAMBRDL), the second
subordinate unit of the U.S. Army
Medical Research and Development
Command at Fort Detrick. was estalr
lished in 1972 by merger with the
U.S. Army Medical E~uipment Re
search and Development Laboratory.

In 1973, the Bioengineering R&D
Lab was directed to absorb the re
sources and mission of the U.S. Army
Medical Environmental Engineering
Research Unit. This action was com
pleted with the simultaneous discon
tinuation of the Environmental Engi
neering Research Unit and the forma
tion of the Environmental Protection
Research Division within USAM
BRDL late in 1973. The Environmen
tal Engineering Research Unit had
been formed in 1972, and represented
an Army "first:' since its mission was
to conduct continuing environmental
health engineering research in sup
port of The Surgeon General's respon
sibilities in air and water pollution
control and solid waste and pesticide
disposal. By September 1974, all per
sonnel and material resources allocat
ed to the new co=and had been relo
cated to Fort Detrick.

Today, the Army Medical Bioengi
neering R&D Lab facilities are housed
in five separate buildings and a waste
water pilot plant on Fort Detrick,
with total floor space exceeding
100,000 square feet. In addition, the
laboratory maintains a small technical
coordinating office at Aberdeen Prov
ing Ground, MD.

The current mission ofUSAMBRDL

USAMBRDL Field Dental Chair

(Continued from page 21)

a major animal disease epidemic. It is
also demonstrated that a vaccine,
though specifically developed for mili
tary purposes, can benefit the civilian
co=unity.

The Institute has made si~cant
contributions to the study ofOacterial
toxins and toxoids by developing so
phisticated procedures to characterize
and identify physical-<:hemical values
of the molecular structure of straphyl
ococcal enterotoxin B (SEB).

An antigenic but nontoxic peptide
fra~entwas identified as well as the
tonc by nonantigenic fra~ent. It is
believed that the antigenIc, nontoxic
peptide could revolutionize present
concepts of toxin-toxoid protection.

A Key factor in the study of infec
tious disease concerns utilizing effec
tive agent- animal models to define
basic disease mechanisms. The Insti
tute has developed 68 models, one of
the most notable being the squirrel
monkey/influenza model for the study
of respiratory infections. At the re
quest of the National Institutes of
Health, the Institute used this model
to evaluate co=ercial swine flu vac
cines during the highly publicized pro
gram in the spring of 1976.

Studies designed to differentiate
metabolic alterations induced by sep
tic and nonseptic stress indicate that
infection initiates changes in plasma
lipids, proteins, and trace metals
within 24 to 48 hours which can be
clearly distinguished from nonseptic
stress.

These metabolic changes are being
identified as early indicators of infec
tion, leading to rapid diagnosis of in
fectious diseases. This knowledge re
portedly can be of special importance
ill infections that do not respond to
available antimicrobial drugs.

The Institute has an active screen
ing program for antiviral drugs, using
those which have previously been
demonstrated by others to have some
degree of success against less virulent
viruses. These d!'ugs are then used by
the Institute of Infectious Diseases to
determine their effectiveness a~st
more virulent viruses, i.e., togavrruses
and arenaviruses.

It has been shown recently that
Ribavarin, known for its effectiveness
in the treatment of influenza, is also
effective against Pinchinde and B0
livian hemorrhagic fever infections.
Because these diseases can be lethal,
the discovery becomes quite impor
tant.

Scientific expertise and facilities at

Medical R&D Command Shifts Headquarters to Detrick
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of people, it is used routinely at U.S.
Army Disaster Assistance Relief Mis
sions.

During the flood disaster in Malay
sia in 1971, more than 250,000 people
were immunized against typhus and
cholera and in the Republic of the
Philillpines more than 350,000 immu
nizatIons were given during a 3-week
period using this equipment.

A larger 3-year program was spon
sored by the World Health Organiza
tion and the United States Agency for
International Development. The ma
jority of the 120 million inhabitants
of Western and Central Africa were
vaccinated against smallpox using
this device, and more than 15 million
children were vaccinated against
measles.

Typical medical devices being devel
oped or evaluated by the Engineering
Division in the current program in
clude: Casualty Cold Weather Evacua
tion Liner, Environmental Protection
Container (for Medical Supplies for
Cold Weather Operations), Modern
Field Dental Assembly, Improved
Field Sterilizer, Modem Field Op
tometry Set and Patient Decontami
nation Unit.

The Applied Research Division has
the responsibility to conduct The Sur
geon General's RDT&E program in in
tegrated pest management systems.
This includes materials, methods,
equipment and concepts. This division
also supports the efforts of the Engi
neering Division by performing devel
opmental testing and engineering de
sign and durability evaluations.

Some of the more significant in
house research programs of the Ap
plied Research Division include devel
opment of: Aerial Pesticide Dispersal
System, Portable Pesticide Dispersal
Units, Controlled Release Pesticide
Formulations, Solid State Portable
Mosquito Light Trap, Biological Con
trol for Medically Important Arthro
pods, and Methods for Control of Mos
quitoes in Dredge Disposal Areas.

Of particular interest is the divi
sion's effort to identify a suitable com
mercial helicopter-slung dispersal
unit for applying liquid insecticides.
What is desired is a unit capable of
doing an effective job in combat situa
tions which will not require modifica
tions to existing aircraft.

The Environmental Protection Re
search Division conducts in-house re
search and plans and monitors con
tract research. Jointly supported re
search efforts with the Environmen
tal Protection Agency, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion, the Department of Health, Edu
cation and Welfare, and elements

within the Department of Defense are
being utilized.

The research programs are reviewed
for scientific credibility and approved
by the Committee for Military Envi
ronmental Research of the National
Research Council. Current research
includes Environmental Criteria for
Munitions, Advanced Wastewater
Treatment, Wastewater Reuse, Micro
biological Assessment and Treatabil
ity, Analytical Methods, Pesticidel
Hazardous Waste Disposal and Occu
pational Health.

The division's work in munitions
criteria development is representative
and typical of these efforts. The objec
tive is to assemble or develop the sci
entific data base from which environ
mental criteria can be established for
air and water pollutants unique to the
Army's munitions industry.

This data base will assure compli
ance with Executive Orders, the Clean
Air Act, and the Water Quality Act
and facilitate cost effective pollution
abatement at Army Ammunition
Plants.

Research for munition-unique pol
lutants require a chemical characteri
zation of wastes, environmental fate!
persistence studies, mammalian and
aquatic toxicity studies for water pol
lutants, and mammalian and phyto
toxicity studies for air pollutants.

The majority of the research to date
has been on pollutants resulting from
the production, load, assembly, and
pack of trinitrotoluene, RDXlHMX,
nitrocellulose, nitroglycerin, and
white phosphorus. Future work will
involve research on additional pol
lutants resulting from the manufac
ture of selected smokes, obscurant
compounds, propellants, primers,
pyrotechnics, and other explosive re
lated chemicals.

The laboratory's Administrative
and Logistics Divisions play an active
role in the unit's research program.
The Logistics Division is responsible
for the fabrication of medical material
designed by the research and develop
ment divisions. The Administrative
Division is tasked with the responsi
bility of providing computer and sta
tistical sciences services, technical in
formation support and graphic arts
capabilities.

The U.S. Army Medical R&D Com
mand headquarters, the Institute of
Infectious Diseases, and the Medical
Bioengineering R&D Laboratory are
only a small part of the complex of fa
cilities at Fort Detrick, MD, but to
gether they are doing their part to
make Fort Detrick one of the major
military-civilian research establish
ments in the nation.

Jack Frost·79 Tests
Equipment in Cold Weather

The U.S. military's Jack Frost-79
joint readiness exercise in Alaska, 10
Jan.-15 Feb., featured the intro
duction, on a large-scale basis, of a
number of new Army items-the
TOW and Dragon antiarmor weapons,
the MA-80 1':4-ton pickup truck, and
an array of new medical field clearing
station equipment.

Though all the equipment has pre
viously been tested under cold
weather conditions, and is in use by
Army units in certain parts of the
United States, this was the first time
the equipment was used on a large
scale in cold-weather operations.

The TOW and Dragon wire-guided
missiles have been in production for a
number of years, but were subjected
to considerable cold-weather experi
ence in the hands of the "unfriendly"
forces of the Army's 9th Infantry
Division.

The "friendly" troops of the 172d In
fantry Brigade deployed the new
MA-80 pickup truck that is powered
by a 318-cc V-8 Dodge engine. It
comes equipped with both 12- and 24
volt electrical systems and a swingf'rre
heater for extreme cold conditions.
The truck currently comes in three
versions: an ambulance, a personnel
carrier, and as a mechanics' contact
truck.

The new mobile medical field clear
ing station has improved equipment
that vastly improves the station's
capability to carry out its mission. A
new X-ray unit allows rapid scanning
of suspected injuries. Two new large
autoclave sterilizing units capable of
being run from gasoline, propane, or
electricity decrease sterilization time.

Radar.Absorptive
Coatings

The production of inexpensive radar
absorptive coatings for signature re
duction has been a key problem area for
many years. A potentially important new
approach toward the solution of this prob
lem has recently been achieved at the U.S.
Army Materials and Mechanics Research
Center, Watertown, MA. A new method
has been established for the fabrication of
radar-absorptive material (RAM) from
industrial waste. Besides providing a new,
inexpensive approach to RAM technology
or radar·absorptive smoke, this technique
also should significantly stimulate in
creased efforts in the ecologically im
portant purification of industrial ef
fluents.
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From the gleam in the scientist's eye to
tactical reality-perhaps no phrase better
describes the goal of the current develop
ment of the Army's remote sensor sys
tems. Under the management of PM,
REMBASS (Remotely Monitored Battle
field Sensor System), a number of unat
tended ground sensor systems are being
developed to provide the tactical com
mander with a means for extended intelli
gence data collection and early warning.

COL Louis Friedersdorff, REMBASS
project manager, at the U.S. Army Elec
tronics Research & Development Com
mand, Fort Monmouth, NJ, has four sen
sor programs under his management
cognizance. They are:

• REMS (Remote Sensors), which repre
sents late 1960 technology, is the first
generation of unattended ground sensors.
REMS is a fully fielded system in use by
the Army, other Services, other govern
ment agencies and friendly foreign
governments.

• REMBASS I <Remotely Monitored
Battlefield Sensor System) is in engi
neering development. Employing ad
vanced technology, and coupled with new
organizational/operational doctrine,
REMBASS provides the commander with
significantly better data than REMS and
more flexibility in how it is collected. This
system will replace REMS in the near fu
ture.

• REMBASS II, in recognition of rapid
ly developing technology, has been estab
lished as a separate development pro
gram. As advance sensor concepts prove
their merit, they will be developed and in
tegrated into REMBASS 1, through the
REMBASS II program. •

• PEWS (platoon Early Warning Sys
tem), having successfully completed
DT-II and OT-II testing, has entered
production. It affords small operational
units an early warning system which ad
ditionally helps them accomplish assigned
mission objectives.

These programs owe their origin to a
committee of top scientists convened at
the direction of former Secretary of De
fense Robert S. McNamara in 1966.
Known as the Jason Committee, the com
mittee was asked to examine and recom
mend solutions to a prime problem in the
growing conflict in Vietnam- namely,
how to halt, or at least impede, the flow of
men and material from North Vietnam to
enemy forces located below the Demili
tariuld Zone in South Vietnam.

Manpower and supplies flowed south
mainly via the network of roads and paths
known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Ob
scured by jungle and in generally adverse
terrain, the trail was not vulnerable to
normal types of reconnaissance, such as
from airborne platforms.

It was clear that the problem of inter
diction was one of being able to pinpoint

enemy positions and movements in a time
ly fashion, rather than one of tactical re
sponse.

The Jason Committee recommended
both an air supported barrier system and
a conventional ground harrier system be
established.

Based on this recommendation, the De
fense Communication Planning Group
(DCPG) was established at the DOD level.
Cutting across Service lines, it was af
forded the highest national priority, and
was provided with sufficient funds for
major development efforts.

The conventional barrier system was to
be developed across the DMZ, using the
code name DUEL BLADE. It was called
the "McNamara Wall" by the press, and
included pressure-type sensors, physical
obstacles, mines and tactial troop units,
operating from strong pointa. While the
original concept was never fully imple
mented, many types of sensors were
placed in operation in Vietnam on an ex
tremely high priority basis.

The air-supported barrier system was
deployed in Laos under the name IGLOO
WHITE, with antipersonnel and antive
hicular subsystems, and employed no
ground forces.

During the battle at Khe Sanh, re
sources in tended for the an tipersonnel
portion of IGLOO WHITE were diverted
to support the Marine Corps forces. Their
success was so marked that the DCPG was
directed to procure sufficien t sensor

equipment necessary to support the in
country sensor program recommended by
General Westmoreland. This program be
came known as DUFFEL BAG.

Available hardware was adopted, where
possible. Different technical approaches
were pursued, sometimes concurrently, to
insure success. DUFFEL BAG generated a
requirement for sizable quantities of sen
sors of different types. Due to frequency
band overlap, a need for a more flexible
data trans-mission subsystem became ob
vious. The subsystem was redesigned, and
a family of common modules for different
types of sensors was introduced. Hand
emplaced sensors were evolved in several
refinements of packaging and operational
features. The Deputy Secretary of De
fense, Mr. Nitze, approved General West
moreland's plans for sensor use in a wide
range of tactical applications. The ground
sensor tactical mission expanded dra
matically, and virtually every U.S. ground
combat unit in South Vietnam used sen
sors to detect the enemy.

The Defense Communications Planning
Group was redesignated as the Defense
Systems Planning Group in 1970 and in
1971 the Group was dissolved and re
sponsibility for the ongoing sensor pro
grams transferred to the Services.

In April 1971, the responsibility for the
sensor system assets retained by the
Army was assigned to the Project Mana-

(Continued on page 26)
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REMBASS TABLE 1 -- REMBA55 I EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 25)
TYPE NO~lENCLATlJRE DE5CR1PTOR

Notes:
CD Classify targets as falling into one of three groups: Wheeled
Vehicle, Tracked Vehicle, or Personnel.

® Spike implants into ground. canopy "hangs-up" in trees.

The system selected for fabrication will
include a variety of single-target classi
fying sensors and detection-only sensors,
single-channel repeaters, a sensor moni
toring set (which includes two radio re
ceivers, a printer and a temporary visual
display), and a portable combined re
ceiver-display.

REMBASS I includes sensors that are
emplaced by hand, airdropped, or de
Livered by artillery. The system is opera
ble in a worldwide environment. Equip
ment can be selected to suit the tactical
situation and operated in various system
configurations to provide the field com
mander with an all-weather, day-night,
early warning (alerting), surveillance, and
target development capability.

REMBASS, in its various system con
figurations, will complement and supple
ment other manned or unmanned surveil
lance systems. A typical system employ
ment concept is illustrated on page 24.

Table 1 provides more detailed informa
tion on the particular REMBASS I equip
ments. Representative equipments are
shown on page 25. The system develop
ment has been completed through the
prototype stage. A DT II and an OT II are
planned for FY79 through 81, and an ini
tial operational capahility for FY83 is
anticipated.

REMBASS' U is really an extension of

R-2016/GSQ Portable radio receiver

OT-563/659 Hand emplaced analog sensor

REMBASS I which allows deployment at
a brigade or division level in over-the-hill,
stay-behind and built-up area roles.
REMBASS II contains a special proc
essing unit, multi-ehannel airborne re
peaters, and artillery delivered repeaters
for employment in over-the-hill roles.
It contains imaging sensors for target

identification, as well as commandable
sensors for employment in such extended
Life roles as stay·behind and border-sur
veillance operations. The REMBASS IT
program is currently deferred due to
funding constraints.

PEWS consists of 10 sensors, two read
out units and two wire modules, all pack
aged in two canvas carrying bags (see
photo at top of page 27). The sensors de
tect both seismic and magnetic signala,
and through combinational logic, classify
intrusions as caused by personnel or ve
hicular targets. The system is operable in
a variety of different types of terrain and
environmental conditions.

PEWS will augment Listening posts,
outposts and other forward area security
forces. It is intended not only to provide
early warning of attempted intrusions to
isolated small infantry units but also to
support rear-area combat operations
which are the responsibility of the mili·
tary police.

PEWS will permit surveillance of areas

Sensor monitoring set (radio receiver,
display, recorder)

RT-1175/GSQ Hand emplaced l-channel digital

DT-561/65Q Hand emplaced magnetic detector

RT-1200/G59 Air delivered l-channel digital (spike) <D

RT-1201/GS9 Air delivered l-channel digital (canopy) <D

AN/GS9-1S7

OT-570/659 Artillery delJLvered seismic/acoustic
classifier \!J

OT-573/659 Hand emplaced wheelbase classifier 0

OT-565/GSQ Hand emplaced IR detector

OT-562/GSQ Hand emplaced seismic/acoustic classifierQ)

OT-567/659 Air emplaced seismic/acoustic classifier Q)

Sensors

Readouts

Repeaters

ger, SeIlSQr Materiel Operations. Selected
equipment components were identified
and grouped as the South East Asia
Operational Sensor System (SEAOPSS).

SEAOPSS was type classified Standard
B, for use only in Southeast Asia, and no
modifications or improvements, except as
required to correct operational deficien
cies, were authorized. Any further sensor
system improvements necessary were to
be developed as a system under the title of
REMBASS.

The Army's REMBASS requirement
was formally approved in 1971, with
management responsibility assigned to
PM, Sensor Materiel Operations in May
1971, and this office was redeaignated as
PM, REMBASS in May 1972.

Early in 1973, responsibility for South
East Asia Operational Sensor System
hardware management was transferred to
several of the Army Materiel Command
major subordinate commands. Subse
quent responsibility for SEAOPPS was
centralized at PM, REMBASS in May
1976. SEAOPSS was redesignated as
REMS in 1976.

REMBASS I. Advanced Development
(AD) of REMBASS commenced in 1972,
with the objective to develop a system for
meeting Army requirements. This in
cluded developing equipments capable of
operating in worldwide military environ
ments.

Also included was the intent to capi
talize on a rapidly expanding sensor tech
nology to develop sensors which were
more effective and versatile. Of particular
importance was the concept of "smart"
sensors which could classify targets as
well as detect them.

Because of the "newness" of the under
lying technology, the development effort
included many tangential aspects such as
establishing a target signature data base;
investigating candidate target classifica
tion and location techniques; developing
high shock-resistent crystal oscillators;
and developing lithium-organic batteries
to meet low temperature requirements.

As a result of a 9-month DT/OT I con
ducted at Fort Bragg, NC, (and subse
quent special testing), the decision was
made to enter engineering development
with a basic system (REMBASS 1) and to
continue a parallel advanced development
effort (REMBASS 0).

Three competitive contracts were
awarded for an engineering development
concept phase. These studies focused on
recommending the design approach for
REMBASS 1. From these efforts, RCA
was selected to enter the fabrication
phase of engineering development as
prime contractor.

I

•
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impossible to cover with line-of-sight de
pendent devices, and has been found ex
tremely effective when used in conjunc
tion with such other devices as NODLR
and ground surveillance radars. A produc
tion contract, leading to an initial opera
tional capability in FY81, was signed with
International Signal and Control Corp. in
July 1978.

ORGANIZATIONAL AND OPERA
TIONAL CONSIDERATIONS. At this
time, four Army Divisions are supplied
with REMS equipment. They are the
101st Airmobile, the 82d Airborne, the 2d
Armored, and the 25th Infantry. One of
each type Division was selected to enable
the Army to obtain a range of sensor ex
perience and to provide the broadest pos
sible inputs into further development.

Of these Divisions, the 2d Armored re
cently served as a test bed for a new
organizational concept, the Combat Elec
tronic Warfare and Intelligence Battalion.
Under this new concept, the CEWI Bat
talion provides centralized management
and utilization of organic combat intelli
gence systems. As such, it falls under the
purview of the G2. Within the Electronic
Warfare Intelligence Battalion are two re
mote sensor platoons. These platoons will
be provided with REMBASS assets.

In actual practice the tactical use of
REMBASS is limited only by the imagina
tion of the G2. Applications are:

Area Surveillance. In a situation where
the level of enemy activity over a large
area (several square kilometers) is of in
terest, REMBASS may be emplaced in a
widely spaced grid pattern to determine
whether or not the enemy is maneuvering
within the area.

Route Surveillance. REMBASS can be
emplaced along a specific route or avenue
of approach to determine the rate of
movement, direction, and level of enemy
activity.

Economy of Force. REMBASS can be
used by the commander as an economy of

ASSEMBLY LINE for fabrication of REM
BASS equipment at RCA.
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force measure to provide surveillance in
an area from which he has consciously
shifted his forces in order to concentrate
those forces in another area.

Barrier and/or Minefield Surveillance.
REMBASS can be used in conjunction
with barriers and minefields to determine
the level of enemy activity in and around
selected areas.

River Crossing Bridge Surveillance.
REMBASS can monitor river and bridge
crossing sites to detect enemy crossing ac
tivities or to monitor the level of enemy
activity around potential sites prior to
undertaking a friendly river crossing
operation.

Landing Zone Drop Zone Surveillance.
REMBASS can be emplaced at positions
adjacent to potential landing zones
several days prior to an operation. In
formation furnished by the sensors can be
used to decide whether or not the landing
zone will be used. This application would
also be useful for airborne drop zones. It
can be used to provide early warning of
suspected enemy activity in rear areas
where air landed activities are possible.

Target Development. REMBASS can be
emplaced in areas likely to be selected for
use as assembly areas, headquarters and
supply points to provide information on
occupancy and levels of activity. Informa
tion obtained from REMBASS can be used
to plan the desired type of reaction and
the time the target would be most vulner
able to an attack.

Cueing. REMBASS information can be
utilized to cue target acquisition systems
such as SOTAS and the Battlefield Sur
veillance and Target Acquisition Radar

Y I lot '-' J

which can be employed to verify or clarify
enemy actions or indications.

Surveillance in Urbanized Terrain. Ur
banized terrain surveillance requires a
combination of the above sensor applica
tions.

PEWS, as presently envisioned, will be
organic to small cavalry, infantry, and
MP units. As an early alerting system, it
can be used by these units for such mis
sions as:

Tactical Perimeter Protection. Em
placed around specific locales, such as
bivouac areas or LPs, PEWS supplements
sen tries by alerting them when incursions
occur.

Ambush Development. Emplaced along
a suspected enemy route, PEWS can alert
the unit as the enemy nears his position.

(Continued on page 28)

TYPICAL HAND-EMPLACED sensor, with
aU codes set, is planted in a hole where it
will be covered hy grass and leaves, leaving
only the antenna exposed.
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CPT Hendricks, AMSC, applies new physical
therapy exercises designed to reduce dis
abling condition in the patient's shoulder
joint known as capsulitis or "frozen
shoulder."

tion and 10 percent in various modes of
rotation.

The therapy described in this article
was applied a half hour five days a week
for three weeks. At the end of that period
the patient was able to elevate his arm
laterally to his ear and reach his hand to
the top of the right buttock.

After six weeks the patient had re
covered almost 100 percent mobility.
some residual difficulty remained in
voluntary internal rotation. There is
ample basis for encouragement that this
new therapy is effective in tbe treatment
of capsulitis and will become accepted by
physical therapists.

The Immigration and Naturalization
Servi.ce Border Patrol was provided
PEWS equipment to test in the detection
and apprehension of border intruders.
Using a single PEWS in the Chula Vista
Sector of California, they have reported
the following to PM, REMBASS: "Over a
2-week period along the border under
operational conditions, there were no in
correct alarms except in one instance
when a large group of intruders were indi
cated on the receiver as a vehicle. One
hundred and ten persons were appre
hended during that period in an area that
is normally considered to be traversed by
few intruders."

Tests are being and will continue to be
conducted in other Immigration and
Naturalization Service Border Patrol Sec
tors.

The REMBASS Project Manager is COL
Louis C. Friedersdorff, a graduate of the
U.S. Military Academy, West Point, NY.
He holds an MS degree in engineering
from Purdue University and is a 1975
graduate of the U.S. Naval War College.

with the head of the humerous locked
high in the shoulder joint.

The new physical therapy for capsulitis
at Patterson Army Hospital consists of a
series of manipulative exercises each de
signed to reduce a disabling condition in
the patient's shoulder joint. Adhesions are
reduced. capsule flexibility restored and
recirculation of synovial fluid stimulated.

In addition, normal range of mobility in
all aspects is recovered by the stretching
of the surrounding muscles. Progress is
limited by the severity of the condition at
the time treatment is instituted and the
patient's level of pain tolerance. The dura
tion of required therapy is a function of
frequency and length of treatments.

The accompanying figure illustrates
generally the relative positions of the pa
tient and therapist for the application of
the exercises. Particularly important is
the manner in which tbe patient's arm is
clasped and controlled by the therapist.
Exercises consist of gliding motions,
thrusts. rotations and flexions applied to
the arm, each time carrying the mobiliza
tions slightly beyond the point of capsular
resistance within patient's pain tolerance.

A typical case history concerns a 64
year-old male who was referred for thera
py by an orthopedic surgeon one year
after injuring his left shoulder. No ab
normality was revealed by X-ray examina
tion. Evaluation of the measurements of
his left arm range of mobilities as a ratio
of the mobility of the right arm gave ap
proximately 60 percent in lateral eleva-

REMBASS
(Continued from page 27)

Rear Area Combat Operations. Protec
tion of assets such as supply/ammo dumps
may be enhanced by using PEWS.

It is considered likely that other mili
tary elements, such as artillery and signal
units, will ask for PEWS in the future.

OTHER USERS. The U.S. Marine
Corps now uses REMS equipment and ex
pects to satisfy many of its future sensor
requirements with REMBASS.

The U.S. Air Force is developing the
Base and Installation Security System to
meet requirements for fixed site perim
eter defense and efforts have been made
to coordinate REMBASS and BISS to en
sure maximum commonality.

There has been a growing interest in the
potential offered by REMBASS among
our allies and within national. state and
local law enforcement communities. Nu
merous requests have been received for in
formation and/or equipment. Successful
use of REMS equipment has been made by
the Drug Enforcement Agency, and the
Department of Justice Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
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ANew Approach for Treating Adhesive Capsulitis

A new technique for the treatment of
adhesive capsulitis, developed at Patter
son Army Hospital, Fort Monmouth, NJ,
has been remarkably successful Capsuli
tis. a painful and disabling condition suf
fered by older people. is often referred to
as "Frozen Shoulder." It usually follows a
minor injury to the shoulder and sub
sequent reduction in its use.

The routine treatment of capsulitis is
heavily dependent on ultrasonics and hot
pack heating of the affected joint com
bined with patient exercise. However. in
the majority of cases these treatment
modalities have not been successful. Pa
tients treated at Patterson, using the new
technique developed there, quickly experi
enced increased mobility, range and de
creased pain.

Medical diagnosis of adhesive capsulitis,
inflammation of the shoulder capsule,
usually follows examination of a patient
complaining of pain and loss of arm ml)
tion, such as the inability to raise the arm
above the head or move it into the small of
the back. X-rays of the shoulder display
normal gross conditions and no pathologi
cal disease of the area.

The capsule is a tough, fibrous band
which completely encompasses the head
of the humerus. When the arm is at the
side, the lower part of the capsule folds
back on itself to form the inferior synovial
pouch, a bulge in which the synovial fluid
secreted by the synovial membrane is
stored. As the arm is elevated overhead,
the pouch unfolds permitting unrestricted
motion and spread of the lubricating.
synovial fluid.

Usually there is a considerable time de
lay between the onset of the symptoms
and the start of treatment. Pain causes re
stricted activity and resulting changes in
the capsule. As time passes, the condition
deteriorates through loss of capsule flexi
bility and stagnation of the synovial fluid
in the synovial pouch.

Intracapsular adhesions develop and the
walls of the pouch become adherent.
Extracapsular adhesions form between
the oute· fibers of the capsule and sur
rounding tissues. Arm motion becomes in·
creasingly painful and as the patient con
tinues to restrict mohility the capsulitis,
in turn, becomes more acute. The com
bined effect is a tight ineffective capsule

By CPT Thomal F. Hendricks. AMSC

CPT THOMAS F. HENDRICKS, AMSC. is
chief, Physical Therapy SectiDn at Patterson
Army Hospita~ Fort Monmouth, NJ He hoB
Iuu:I assignments in seueral military hospitals
after completing his professional training at the
Uniuersity of Minnesota in 1971. He will wel
come inquiries regarding his technique and sup
ply further details if requested.



ICE BUlLDUP on 2.75-inch rocket launcher, during the month of
July, in Alabama, to the required thickness for tests conducted by
the U.S. Army Aircraft Development Test Activity at Cairns Army
Airfield near Fort Rucker, AL.

REFRIGERATION UNIT devised by USAADTA personnel to meet
requirements of the Prototype Qualification Test-Contractor, to
verify test criteria under a very tight test schedule, coupled with an
austere test budget.
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Testing the 2.75-lnch lightweight Rocket launcher
By Paul Revels

Aircraft ice in July? In Alabama?
That was the requirement handed to
the U.S. Army Aircraft Development
Test Activity (USAADTA) for the Pro
totype Qualification Test-Contractor
for the new 2.75-inch lightweight
rocket launcher at Fort Rucker.

Design criteria for the launcher
specified each of the 19 rockets must
punch through a protective front fi
berglass cover, where up to one-half
inch of clear ice had adhered without
destroying the protective covers of
the remaining unfired rockets.

A very tight test schedule, coupled
with an austere test budget, precluded
dispatching a test team and equip
ment to a cold regions area to verify
this test criteria. So, Messrs. Roy
Miller and Paul Revels, from
USAADTA's Advanced Methodology
and Instrumentation Branch, decided
to bring cold weather to the heart of
the south. They included an icing sub
test as a portion of the launcher flight
vibration test.

The icing test was accomplished by
placing an insulated box around the
launcher, which was mounted on the
aircraft, then cooling the box with liq
uid nitrogen and spraying with water
to form the required ice.

Mr. James Alexander Jr.,
USAADTA's wood craftsman, con
structed the 4-foot by 4-foot by 8-foot
icebox from one-quarter inch exterior
plywood with three inches of foam in
sulation bonded to the inside surfaces.
It was constructed in two halves held
together with quick disconnect fasten-
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ers to allow rapid removal from the
aircraft.

A metal accumulation pan approxi
mately two inches deep and covering
the entire bottom of the box was man
ufactured to hold the liquid nitrogen,
and a closed circuit air circulating sys
tem was devised. Approximately 40
hours were required to fabricate and
test the box.

Liquid nitrogen was introduced into
the accumulation pan and circulating
air was blown across the pooled nitro
gen to accelerate the cooling process.
Approximately 12 hours and two bot
tles of liquid nitrogen (530 pounds) ac
complished the total cooling require
ment for the test.

Approximately eight hours were re
quired to drop the core temperature of
the launcher from 80° to 20° Fahren
heit, at which time water was intro
duced into the launcher to begin the
formation of ice.

Ice accumulation was a slow and te
dious process because addition of a
small amount of water had a drastic
warming effect on the surface of the
launcher where the ice buildup was
desired. Approximately four hours
were required to build up the required
one-half inch of ice on the launcher
and cover.

During the ice buildup, the core of
the launcher continued to drop in tem
perature approaching 10° Fahrenheit.
At this point, the icing phase was
complete. The box was removed in
about two minutes allowing the rock
ets to be fired at the discretion of the
test officer, CPT Patrick E. Stewart.

Normally, aircraft armament test
ing is done at Yuma Proving Ground,

AZ, but to reduce .time and transpor
tation costs this testing was accom
plished as part of USAADTA's vibra
tion survey.

Both sites are subordinate to the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Com
mand, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, which checks development quali
ty of all proposed weapons and com
bat equipment for the Army.

The icing test for the lightweight
launcher rocket firing was deemed a
success and was accomplished at a
fraction of the normal cost.

PAUL W. REVELS, is an operotions research
analyst in the AdlXlnced Methodowgy and fn·
strumentation Brunch, U.S. Army Aircroft De·
vewpment Test Activity. He is responsible for
advanced development test plnnning and co
ordination and evaluation of ongoing devewp
ment tests. A 1965 groduate of Troy State Un~

versity w&th major course work devoted to
mathematics, physieal science, and education,
he has attended the University of Alnbama
mathematics graduate progrom. Additionally,
hejoined the NASA, Marshall Space Flight Cen
ter in 1966 and was awarded aerospace engi
neering status for work performed in orbital
mechanics and trojectory analysis of space
flight vehicles while assigned to theAero-Astro
dynamics Laboratory.



essed. Results indicate these drivers are increasing while the
numbers of people remain relatively constant.

The study already had confirmed that mission performance
was acceptable between the period 1968 through 1974. Since
1974 however, records show that workloads have increased over
the '74 level, and personnel numbers have contined to decline.
Since 1974, one of two situations must have happened. First, if
personnel numbers had continued to decline and workloads had
still been performed at an acceptable level, this would have indio
cated that DARCOM had had too many people throughout the
1968-1974 period. The second situation, however, would have
meant that DARCOM had approximately the correct number of
people between 1968 and 1974-if DARCOM's current perform
ance is below acceptable levels.

DARCOM's performance is below acceptable levels, both for
the materiel readiness mission and, as will be shown later, for de
velopment. Figure 6 shows the increase in the procurement ac
tion (PA) backlog due to a shortage of procurement personnel.
This manpower shortage is serious because DARCOM is now
serving an expanded Army force as well as armies of our allies. It
is serving as the sole wholesale support element for our deployed
divisions and separate brigades, and is required to respond to
their demands in shorter time frames. This increased PA work
load means that DARCOM is now unable to order supplies at a
rate which would keep up with demands, and cannot properly
perform other vitally related procurement functions required to
perpetuate a viable procurement mission.

With regard to supply performance in National Inventory Co~·

trol Points (NICP), there is an equally dismal picture. As we fill
requisitions, depot stocks become more scarce. This results. in
more back orders (magnifying workload), and a general decline
in our ability to process these demands within allowable time. It
must be pointed out that this condition is not solely a problem of
a procurement personnel shortage-there also is an under·
strength of the people needed in the materiel readiness com
mands to compute future requirements, to manage line items,
catalog new lines, prepare procurement work directives, and
other necessary functions.

DARCOM's depot supply system is experiencing a similar per
formance degradation because of a shortage of people. As an Ilx
ample, it now takes longer and longer to receive and report items
from the manufacturer, and to stow those items into proper bins
once they arrive at the dock. This results in misplaced parts, un·
justified backorders, and causes wasted work and resources in
the readiness co=ands.

Depot maintenance-another source of supply-is experiencing
its share of backlogs due to the overall personnel shortage. Any·
thing more than a 3-month backlog of materiel awaiting depot
overhaul is considered to be excessive. This carryover amount re
mains high, and additional inhouse and/or contract people to per'
form this maintenance is the ouly answer. However, since the
date of the Baseline report publication, DARCOM has received
approximately 750 additional maintenance personnel, and has
continued to contract out, thus the carryover is declining toward
the 3-month level.

In summary, the Baseline study examined the key interrelated
functions of materiel readiness. The results of that examination
revealed that all important performance aspects of readiness are
below standard-and attributable to a shortage of people. If a
few additional people could be provided, they should be applied
across the functional board, because if applied to, say, the pro
curement co=unity, they would soon swamp the depot supply
operation, or the NICP function. If provided the NIOP, procure
ment or maintenance would be inundated, and result in a sort of
Catch-22 problem.

Having established the fact that DARCOM's materiel readi
ness mission is in trouble due to a simultaneous decrease in per
sonnel and an increase in workloads as measured by IOE, the
Baseline study critically and quantifiably analyzed its research,
development, testing, and evaluation mission.
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field and the more field units use that materiel, the more work
load'is placed on DARCOM. The current IOE effort utilized
DARCOM materiel readiness strengths over time, as compared
with inventory factored by requisitions.

As before, linear regression was used, and the very high cor
relation resulted in an R' of .95-during the period 1968 through
1974 (see Figure 5). As previously stated, had the DARCOM per
sonnel strength stabilized at the 1974 level, DARCOM's current
analysis would have indicated that the command would have ap
proximately the required staff. However, strengths continued to
decline, as indiCated by plot points for 1975,76,77, and 78 above
the horizontal axis. The 12 percent deficit compares favorably
with the 12.3 percent shown in Figure 3.

To lend more credence to the roE concept, and to generally
predict DARCOM's future materiel readiness workload, the
Baseline study examined the historical, current, and projected
numbers of line items to be managed, and requisitions to be proc·

DARCOM Develops Manpower
Requirement

(Continued from page 3)
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Figure 7 depicts the RDTE dollar~ and p~rsonnel trends since
1965. As was shown in the matenel readiness portion, RDTE
personnel showed a steady decline since its peak during the Viet·
nam era. Dollars devoted to RDTE also showed a corresponding
decline until 1975, at which time a sharp dollar increase oc·
curred.

For years managers have tried to relate external drivers to the
need for in-house ROTE personnel. Some have attempted to es
tablish requirements based on total available dollars. Others
have tried to relate people needs based on the nwnbers of weap
on systems undergoing some phase of ROTE. Still others have
approached the problem by attempting to relate needs to the size
of the Army force, the Defence budget, or by other quantifiable
means. None of these efforts, however, have paid off, and usual·
ly result in differing opinions between very dedi~ated people.
The Baseline task group decided that the best solution would be
to determine RDTE personnel requirements based on Army's re-
sponsibility to counter the national security threat.. . . .

After careful analysis, the threat can be quantified, specifiC
scientific disciplines and technological requirements can be
identified, dollar resources needed to develop/modify systems
can be calculated, and both personnel skills and nwnbers can be
determined. The careful reader will recall that DARCOM at that
time, had adequate people to perform its two primary missions,
to include an average of 28,840 devoted to RDTE. These develop
ment people advanced technology, developed new Army weapon
systems, tested, evaluated, and otherwise ~et the stage for the 50
or so new systems emerging now and dunng the next 5·year pe
riod.

Since 1972, DARCOM's RDTE spaces have been reduced by
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Fig. 10. Increasing Materiel Performance Through Technology

3,500, or 12 percent. This reduction would have been proper ~
the threat had reduced by 12 percent or more since 1972, but It
has not. Instead of a decline in the threat, it has increased. The
Baseline study quantified this increase, and the results of that
increase are contained in a classified portion of the study. This
quantification indicates that DARCOM needs more-not less
people than it had in 1972.

Technology has advanced, as it always does, since 1970-1975.
Figure 8 illustrates progress made in the discipline of night vi
sion and electro-optics. The Army needs to pursue thermal en·
ergy, 3d generation vision, smart sensors, infrared, an.d other ef·
forts. In every discipline a similar need exists to contmue to ad
vance technology. With an in·house personnel decline, the RDTE
community has turned to contracting out in its attempt to keep
up with demands on tbe Army. It has been proven research and
early development programs are candidates for contracting, yet,
there is more to RDTE than work performed in these early
phases. .

Figure 9 depicts the growth in contract ROTE and a sunul
taneous decrease in DARCOM's in-house capability.

Mentioned earlier was the fact that today's weapon systems
are continuing to be more complex. Figure 10 graphically shows
this increasing sophistication by comparing the 155 millimeter

(ContiILued OIL page 32)
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The result of a Sloan School (Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology) study reported that the average age of scientific and en
gineering personnel should be near 36. If the age would be 38 or
29, a drop in productivity and creativity would result, and would
continue to decline as the average age progressed. DARCOMs
personnel average age for these disciplines is nearing 44.

Summari2ing the RDA aspect then, the study revealed that:
o The threat is increasing, and DARCOM needs more ROTE

people to assist the Army in its vital effort to counter the Na
tional Security Threat.

o Product improvement programs are not only growing, but
place more DARCOM personnel requirements on both the de
velopment and readiness missions.

o Systems continue to become more complex, which in itself,
amplifies the need for additional personnel.

o Because of personnel reductions, DARCOMs RDTE capa
bility is shrinking-and a significant portion of this requirement
may not be conducive to being contracted out.

o DARCOMs scientific and engineering staffs are aging; this
command requires more young talent to keep up with its needs to
continue creating and producing advanced weapon systems.

The fInal portion of the DARCOM manpower Baseline Re
quirement Study then, was a roll-up of command personnel re-'
quirements as separated into materiel readiness, development.
and DARCOM headquarters.

First, with specific reference to the materiel readiness mission,
the study examined the volume of workload in the materiel
readiness commands and the depot system to derive a personnel
requirement. Central to quantification of the readiness workload
is th~ ~<?E concept which uses line items managed, multiplied by
reqwsltions processed. These two are excellent surrogates to
measure the wholesale supply function, as well as the main·
tenance (another major source of supply) function. In addition,
logistics management support staff requirements historically in·
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(Continued from page 3 I)

high explosive round with the new Copperhead-a 1 to 50 com
plexity factor. The new XMl tank is more complex than the M60
now in worldwide use. The M113 Armored Personnel Carrier is
much simplier than the Infantry Fighting Vehicle, as is the
AH-IG Attack Helicopter when compared with the Advanced
Attack Helicopter.

It is apparent that the more complex systems require not only
more RDTE expertise, hut also, has an increasing impact on mao
teriel readiness requirements when viewing Integrated Logistics
Support planning and execution. Fortunately, the additional line
items being introduced as a result of these new systems and at
tendant added complexities can partly be quantified under the
roE concept; however, it is very difficult to measure the ROTE
personnel requirement impact.

This is significant when examining workloads associated with
functions not really suited for contracting, such as advanced de
velopment, user testing, production engineering, modification,
product improvement, etc. The overall result is that DARCOM
needs more skilled personnel to manage complex systems.

Another ROTE area requiring more people is in the rapidly ex
panding Product Improvement (PI) program being aggressively
pursued throughout the entire weapon system life cycle. All
major improvements result in the need to re-develop, re-test, re
certify, and otherwise perform the same functions as were per·
formed during the original ROTE cycle. Each of these which re
sults in a repetition of RDTE tasks. Not only does this impact on
the early phases of life cycle management, but it spills over into
materiel readiness.

With specific reference to system (and major component) test·
ing, the people problem is also being felt. Figure 11 shows the de
cline in numbers of available direct labor man hours (DLMH) be
tween FY 1973 through 1978, and shows a simultaneous in
crease in testing complexity. DARCOM is now required to test
integrated systems as a totality where small component short
comirlgs are magnified and would cause total system failures.

Another area of concern in the ROTE effort is that of
DARCOMs aging scientific and engineering workforces. Under
Civil Service regulations, in periods of workforce decline, in
cumbents having long tenure are more likely to be retained than
incumbents having short tenure. This usually results in losing
young, recently educated individuals who demonstrate a capa·
bility for good productivity and creativity. Although older per
sonnel also produce and create, the younger workforce is in a
unique position to advance the technological base and incorpo
rate that technology in new weapon systems.
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Fig. 15. Total DARCOM Recommended Baseline VB Readiness
crease and decrease in proportion to changes in workloads. Thus,
roE is an excellent tool to determine total materiel readiness per'
sonnel reqlrirements.

The volume of past, present, and projected workloads were
used to determine, by linear regression, total materiel readiness
personnel reqlrirements-to include military and civilian
workers-for materiel readiness commands and the entire depot
system. Figure 12 showa that roE approach projected in FY78
baseline reqlrirement of 116,584 people. The figure, however,
does not show that DARCOM had 90,279 authorized personnel
assigned to the readiness mission. Thus, DARCOM needs 29,269
additional personnel to accomplish an adequate readiness
mission according to standards of the 1968-1974 era.

The Baseline study, however, assumed that the workforce had
gained in productivity, due in part to automation, and therefore
the 116,584 reqlrirement was reduced at 2 percent per year dur
ing FY 1975,76,77, and 78. This equated to 4,474 people, or a
net requirement for the readiness mission of 112,l1O-a short·
age of 21,831 people based on the FY 1978 roE workload. The
figure also shows that the FY78 workload, as measured by roE,
is equal tothatofFY71 and 72.

The DARCOM development mission was next. The study es·
tablished the minimum RDTE staffing reqlrired to maintain a
credible RDTE effort. The study group assumed that since the
threat had increased over the level of 1970·1972, the total de
velopment force should be no less than that of the same time
frame. Further, the Baseline study contended that it would not
be appropriate to reduce the estimated RDTE baseline for pro
ductivity since other factors, such as complexity, sophistication,
test time, etc., have more than a compensating effect. Figure 13
shows that DARCOM should have at least 28,840 people dedi
cated to RDTE. An additional 268 people are needed to perform
mandated functions vital to the development mission.

Looking at the total requirement for DARCOM then, it can be
seen from Figure 14 that the Baseline Analysis established an
FY 1978 validated peacetime reqlrirement of 143,053 personnel.
This includes 112,110 for the materiel readiness mission, 29,108
for the RDTE mission, and a total of 1,835 to staff Head·
quarters. The FY78 authorized strength is 117,200, or a per
sonnel deficit of 25,853.

If DARCOM W81l provided an additional 25,853 personnel, the
Readiness Condition (REDCON) of the command would be 3;
Marginally Ready, as indicated by Figure 15. IfDARCOM would
be directed to go to a REDCON 2 condition (to be Substantially
Ready), it would reqlrire a total workforce of 158,167. U the com·
mand would go to a REDCON 1 level-to be Fully Ready with at
le81lt 95 percent of the required workforce-DARCOM would re
qlrire 185,982 people.

Since the completion of the DARCOM Manpower Baseline Re
qlrirement Study, the commander, DARCOM has directed the
command to undertake a vigorous, all encompassing study to
identify DARCOM functions which have the potential of being
contracted out. Not only was it assumed that the command

would not be provided the 25,853 required spaces, but with the
current administration's approach to government economy. even
more personnel reductions can be anticipated. Consequently, the
only recourse which DARCOM has is to continue to carefully se
lect functions-hopefully those which are mutually exclusive
and strive toward awarding those to industry, providing that ac
companying economic analyses indicate that the actions would
be beneficial and for the best interest of the Army.

Editor's Note: Copies of the Unclassified Baseline Study
(NLD42371A) may be obtained from the Defense Logistics
Studies Information Exchange, U.s. Army Logistics Manage
mentCenter,FortLee, VA 23801

USAIDR Receives 2 R&D Awards ...
Most Improved Laboratory, Excellence

USAIDR Commander, COL Duane E. Cutright, at ceremonies at
which the Institute received Most Improved Laboratory and Excel·
lence Awards.

The U.S. Army Institute of Dental Research (USAlDR) received two
Department of the Army level awarda in a ceremony held at the Walter
Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC, 15 Dec. 1978.

Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development, and
Acquisition Dr. Percy A. Pierre presented USAlDR with the Army Re
search and Development Award for the M06t Improved Laboratory. Dr.
Joseph H. Yang, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for
R&D, presented USAlDR the Army Research and Development Labora
tory Award for Excellence. Also present was Dr. Eugene E. Yore, Deputy
for Science and Technology.

USAlDR Commander COL Duane E. Cutright, Dental Corps, pointed
out that h.is is the first dental unit ever to receive the Army Award for Ex
cellence at Walter Reed. Cutright also pointed out that the enlisted troops
assigned to USAlDR are among the Army's most educated. "Many hold
advanced degrees, and their names appear as authors or coauthors of
many of our research papers."

USAlDR is exceptionally proud of it's educational program. COL Cut
right said. In cooperation with the George Washington University, the
USAlDR provides a basic Army residency program for junior dental
corps officers in oral pathology, periodontics, and endodontics and
awards the officers a master's degree upon completion of the program.
"This unique combined program allows the specialist to become inti·
mately associated with the problems of providing dental care to combat
soldiers:' he remarked.

USAlDR, one of the largest dental research laboratories in the world, is
one of eight laboratories organized under the U.S. Army Medical Re
search and Development Command, commanded by MG William Auger
son, MC. USAlDR is a multi-area complex with headquarters IlDd labora·
tories at the WRAMC, two laborstories at the center's Forest Glen Annex
in Silver Spring, MD, and a 17-chair research teaching clinic and labora·
tory at Fort Meade, MD.

Among recent completed projects at USAlDR was the final testing of
the "hydro scrub device." The device, invented at USAIDR, is designed to
perform in sligbtly more than one minute the function of the traditional
lQ-minute scrub a surgeon performs before entering the operating room.

USAlDR is also involved in the development and testing of new dental
materials. COL Cutright points out that USAlDR has emphasized re
search directed toward the combat soldier, and that this specific mission
supports the Army's concern for the overall health of the soldier in the
field.
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Capsules...
Army Fields AN/TPQ-36 Engineering Models

The Army has begun early fielding to West Germany of
the AN/TPQ-36. a radar that locates hostile mortars.
Engineering models were flown from Norton AFB, CA, to
Ramstein AFB, West Germany, where they will be de·
played by crews from the 8th Infantry Division to provide
operational and logistics feedback to the Army prior to
the fielding of production models.

The AN/TPQ-36 radar is a highly mobile system for
automatically locating hostile mortar and other high angle
fired weapons and short-range rockets. It can locate
weapons firing simultaneously from multiple positions,
and can also be used to register and adjust friendly artil
lery fire. The new device is expected to greatly increase
early warning capability for frontline troops.

The AN/TPQ-36 was sponsored by the Army Electronics
Research and Development Command's Project Manager,
Firefinder, and developed by Hughes Aircraft Co. The fully
automatic battlefield radar relies on the speed and preCi
sion of a mini-computer to locate hostile weapons. It is the
first such radar ever designed for use by ground combat
troops.

Vehicle Transmission to Feature Metric Design
The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research and Develop

ment Command (TARADCOM) recently took what is be
lieved to be a major step in the development of metric
equipment.

The Command awarded a contract to General Motor's
Detroit Diesel Allison Division to design and develop an
advanced hydro·mechanical transmission, for combat ve
hicles, using metric measures (International System of
Units-SI) and American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) metric fasteners.

U.S. Army use of SI and ANSI metric "nuts and bolts,"
which meet the latest International Standards Organiza
tion standards, is considered a step toward standardiza
tion of equipment with other NATO nations and increased
battlefield interoperobility.

Building tank-automotive products with these metric
features will not only achieve enhanced NATO standardi
zation and interoperability but also is expected to do so at
a very low cost. TARADCOM plans on using the Interna
tional System of Units and the American National Stand·
ards Institute metric common-hardware, whenever
workable, in all new projects.

Personnel Actions
Higman Chosen as Huntington District Engineer

COL James H. Higman is the new U.S. Army Corps of Engi·
neers district engineer at Huntington, WV. He succeeds COL
George A. Bicher, who has retired.

Higman was formally the chief, Installations Planninll' Divi
sion, Office of the Assistant Chief of Engineers. As Huntmgton
district engineer, he will be responsible for water resources
activities and related real estate functions for central and south
western Ohio, eastern Kentucky, a portion of mid-western
Virginia, a small portion of northwestern North Carolina, and all
but the northern panhandle and northeastern portion of West
VirJPnia.

COL Higman has held staff and command assignments in the
U.S., Cambodia, Vietnam, West Germany and Korea, and recent
ly served at the Pentagon as staff officer in Requirements Di
rectorate, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and
Plans.

COL Higman received a bachelor's degree in chemical engi
neering from the University of Colorado in 1957, and a master's
degree in nuclear engineering from North Carolina State Uni
versity.

His military honors include the Bronze Star Medal with Oak
Leaf Cluster; the Meritorious Service Medal with two Oak Leaf
Clusters; and the Army Commendation Medal with three Oak
Leaf Clusters.

Johnson Joins Communications Systems Agency
COL Harvey W. Johnson has

been appointed as deputy com
mander/deputy project manager
for the U.S. Army Communica
tions Systems AgencyJProject
Manager DCS (Army) Communi
cations Systems, Fort Mon
mouth, NJ. He succeeds COL
Francis J. Davis.

COL Johnson arrived at Fort
Monmouth in October of 1978 to
assume duties as deputy project
manager for the Worldwide Mili
tary Command and Control Proj-

COL Harvey W. Johnson ect---a position he will hold in ad-
dition to being deputy commander.

Prior to that assignment, since August 1975, he had been sta
tioned at Sacramento Army Depot. CA, as chief of U.S. Ar~
Communications and Electronics Materiel Readiness Command s
Television-Audio SUPROrt Activity.

COL Johnson entered the Army in 1948 as an enlisted man.
After basic training and communications courses at Fort Mon
mouth, NJ, he completed OCS at Fort Riley, KS, and was com
missioned in the Signal Corps.

In 1966 he spent a year as chief, Officer Candidate Division,
Fort Lee, VA. In 1968-69 he commanded the Long Lines Bat
talion, South, in Taegu, Korea. He was assigned to Fort Mon
mouth, NJ, in 1972, where he commanded the School Brigade
for a period of 34 months, and in 1974 he was assigned the addi·
tional duty as secretary of the Communications-Electronics
School.

COL Johnson is a master parachutist and his decorations in
clude the Meritorious Service Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters.
He holds two master's degrees in education from Hampton Insti
tute, Hampton, VA.

Awards ...
BRl Selects Frankie as Kent Award Recipient

Mr. Jerome M. Frankle, a physicist and chief of the Applied
Ballistics Branch at the Army Armament R&D Command s Bal
listic Research Laboratory (BRL), is the 1978 R. H. Kent Award
recipient. He is the 22d recipient of the award, which was estab
lished in 1956 and fIrst presented in 1957 to honor the late Dr.
Robert H. Kent, BRL's most prominent scientific leader.

The award is the highest honor presented annually by BRL in
recognition of hi£h professional achievements in science and
engineering. FraDkle, who has been employed for 21 years at
BRL'slnterior Ballistics Laboratory, now designated the Propul
sion Division, was selected for his exceptional contributions in
the field of interior ballistics.

Dr. R. J. Eichelberger, BRL's director, presented the award as
the recipients' wife, Reva, and more than 60 fellow employes,
guests and past Kent Award recipients witnessed the ceremony.
A pioneer in the use of comj)uters for simulation of interior bal
listic performance of guns, Frankle developed with an associate,
P. G. Baer. the first digital computer program to calculate d~
tailed interior ballistic performance for guns.

After almost 20 years, the technical report that describes this
development is still regarded as a benchmark in the interior bal-.
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Engineer Earns Patent for Generator Switch
Development of a thermoelectric generator switch for use with

systems that convert heat energy directly into electric power has
earned a u.s. patent for Mr. Joseph P. Angello, an electronics
engineer at CORADCOM, Fort Monmouth, NJ.

Compared to a gasoline-driven piston engine generator, the
thermoelectrIC generator reportedly has the distinct military ad
vantage of being relatively silent, dependable, maintenance free,
low in cost, and operable with a variety of fuels.

The new relay switch has only eight component parts com
pared to the solid-state swi tch it replaces which has more than
100 parts. Other parts of the new switch include a voltage
selectable breakdown diode, a transistor switch, a relay coil, and
an anti-clatter circuit.

According to Angello, his switch represents a reduction of
more than 90 percent in the
cost of thermoelectric genera
tor protective devices and
makes possible an 11 percent
!ncrease in generator power.

Assigned to CORADCOM's
Plans, Programs and Analysis
Directorate, Angello has pub
lished more than 15 technical
papers and holds four earlier
patents related to mechanical
engineering devices. He holds
a BS degree from Stevens In
stitute of Technology and an
MS degree from Fairleigh

Joseph P. Angello Dickinson University.

Saibel Receives ASME's Mayo Hersey Award
Dr. Edward A. Saibel, chief of the Solid Mechanics Branch

Engineering Sciences Division, U.S. Army Research Office ae:
search Triangle Park, NC, is a recent recipient of the Ame;ican
Society of Mechanical Engineers' Mayo D. Hersey Award.

Employed at ARO since 1972, Dr. Saibel was cited specifically
for ?5 years ~f ~utstandin~ contributions to hydrodynamics,
lubrication, friction and trre wear, and for his service to
mechanical engineering as an educator and administrator.

Graduated with a SB degree in 1924 and a PhD in 1928 from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Dr. Saibel was an in
s!Xuctor at the University of Minnesota from 1927-30, and an as
sIStant professor and professor at Carnegie Institute of Tech
nology from 1927-57. He served also as a professor and chair
man, Department of Mechanics, Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti·
tute.

Listed in Whos Who in
America and Who's Who in the
World of Science, Dr. Saibel has
published more than 150 techni
cal papers and has coauthored
several books on elasticity and
tribology. He serves on the edi
torial advisory board of the
International Journal of Engi
neering Science, and the board of
the Journal of Mathematical and
PhysicalSciences. Dr. Edward A. Saibel

New Tire Development Results in Patent Award
Mr. Aaron C. Beauchamp, a machine tool operator at the U.S.

Army's Rock Island Arsenal, IL, is a recent recipient of a U.S. Pa
~nt for developm,:nt of a comb!nation hi~hway cross-country
trre. The trre IS designed for maXilllwn stability and wear on the
road and maximum traction on snow and off-road conditions.

Tested at the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive R&D Command,
Warren, MI, the tire has reportedly exceeded expectations. Ithas
a conventional tread to provide a soft, smooth highway ride.
Lugs project from the tire's shoulders to permit traction in mud,
sand, and snow.

(Continued on page 36)

listics field. Many related programs now in use by the Armed
Services can be traced directly to this innovation.
. In ~ddition,Frankle devoloped. fl methodology for making rap
Id estimates of wear and serYlce life of guns and howitzers. Used
extensively since it was published in 1967, the technique was de
veloped to improve upon R. H. Kent's 1939 method.

He is also credited with major contributions in the technologi
cal areas of recoilless rifles and high-velocity guns as well as non
metallic rotating band technolo
gy. Most recently, Frankie has
had the responsibility for the
propulsion package for the
Army's high priority "UP-GUN"
105mm tank gun program.

Frankle graduated from the
Polytechnic Institute, Baltimore,
MD, in 1945 and received a
bachelor of mechanical engi
neering degree with honors from
the Johns Hopkins University in
1949. In 1973 he was elected to
the BRL Fellowship. Jerome M. Frankle

APG Cites Achievements of 3 MTD Personnel
Three personnel assigned to the Materiel Testing Directorate

at the U.S. Army's Aberdeen (MD) Proving Ground are recent
recipients of awards in recognition of top performance achieve
ments during 1977.

CPT Irwin J. Abramovitz, an electronics engineer with the
Engineering Measurements and Analysis Division, received the
CrOZIer Award for the year's most outstanding technical achieve
ment by a military member of MTD.

CPT Abramovitz, who has been assigned to APG for almost
four years, was cited for his contributions to a program in which
data acquisition systems use mini-computers at test sites. He
worked on the design ofthe system and the test prototypes.

Mr. John R. Wallace, an electronics engineer, received the Di
rector's Award for helping develop a new tracking facility for
evaluation of fire control. He was also credited with increasing
MTD's data gathering through use of closed circuit television.

Mr. D0ds.?n C. Bro.wn wa~ presente~ with the George Groak
Award fo! o.uts~ding achievements as a small arms repairer
leader. ~ cI~tiC?n ~oted that ~e always met project deadlines
and was unagmative ill hIS handling of experimental projects.

Monmouth Physicist Patents New laser Device
Dr: !u"istotle Papayoanou, a Fort Monmouth (NJ) research

phYSICISt, has been granted a patent for an improved frequency
stable carbon diOXIde laser, reportedly rep!esenting a significant
advance ill gas laser technology. The laser IS useful for optical ra
dar,laser signaling and laser communications systems.

Frequency stabilization, an important part of such lasers, is
achieved with the use of boron nitride channel for containing the
laser gas (carbon dioxide) and for mounting the mirrors ac-
cording to the patent. '

Boron nitride is a ceramic which is easily machinable has high
thermal conductivity to carry off the heat produced by such

lasers, and has a very low
thermal expansion, thereby
maintaining stability in the
distance between end mirrors.

The laser, an acronym for
light amplification by stimu
lated elDlssion of radiation, is
being widely applied in mili
tary communications, range
finding and signaling.

Papayoanou, who is as
signed to the Night Vision
and Electro-Optics Labora
tory of the U.S. Army Elec
tronics R&D Command, has
been employed at Fort Mon
mouth for 17 years.
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Army R&D - 15 Years Ago

11IR Holds $10 Million level Through FY63
Acceleration of the Army In-House Laboratories Inde

pendent Research (ILlR) Program through FY 1963 funding
of $10 million has been sufficiently successful to retain
thatfunding level for FY 1964.

Deputy Assistant Secretory of the Army (R&D) Charles L.
Poor commented on Program reports from 26 Army instal
lotions by saying: "The Annual Review Committee was
very well pleased with results of the first year. It is grotify
ing to note the wide scope and high quolity of the projects
undertaken by the laboratory directors.

"The Program has been successful. Many excellent new
projects were sponsored and at least 400 professional per
sonnel participated.....

Objective of the Program, as set forth in Army Regula
tion 705-55, is to provide individual Army scientists ond
engineers an additional opportunity to maintain and in
crease their competence by doing original work in areas
of their special talents-"promote a vigorous internal re
search program of the highest technical caliber."

Emphasis of the ILIR Program is directed 10 "new and
challenging tasks," usually not within the scope of regular
activities of the installation where the work is performed.

Army Reports Steady Gains on STiNFO Effort
Multifold actions to establish Army-wide scientific and

technical information systems tailored to specific require
ments of various disciplinary and professionol groups are
making steady progress despite interagency controversy
slowing some procedures.

The Army Director of Technical Information reported
that advances are being mode in all major areas of the ef
fort. Included are reporting procedures for the Army Re
search Task Summory, the Chemical Information Data Sys
tem, the Engineers Data Information System, and the On
Site Survey of personnel and resources.

TARe To Deal With In·House Laboratory Problems
Establishment of a 9-member Army Research Council to

deal with problems of Army in-house laboratories as
related to long-range planning, personnel management
and optimum use of funds and focilities was effected.

Assistant Secretary of the Army (R&D) Willis M. Haw
kins announced the orgonization of the Council (TARe),
following closely upon odvice of a select, high-level group
of scientists, industrialists, and educational leaders.

Findings of the committee after several months of study
of the needs of Army in-house laboratories served to
support conclusions Howkins had reached by personal re
view of the Army R&D Program since he became ASA
(R&D) in September 1963.

After consulting with Chief of R&D LTG William W. Dick,
Hawkins approved appointment of the council em
powered to assist in formulating policy, plans and pro
grams for Army research and exploratory development.

Director of Army Research BG Walter E. Lotz was se
lected as coordinator of TARC and Dr. Ralph G. H. Siu,
scientific director of the Research Division, U.S. Army Ma
teriel Command, as chairman.

The Army R&D Newsmagazine reported on . ..

Little David and one of its 3,750-pound shells

(ContinlU!d from page 35)

When the vehicle is on a hard surface, the lugs do not touch the
hitlhway, eliminating the harsh ride normally found with all-ter
ram tires. However, when the tire sinks into snow or soft
ground, the lugs act like a paddle wheel to maintain traction.

Beauchamp developed the tire as a result of his experience
with farm and militarY vehicles. "Tires designed for off-road use
give a very harsh ride and tend to wear out very quickly," he
says. "When the tires wear, they produce a rocking motion that
makes control of the vehicle more difficult. The conventional
tread in the center of my tire corrects all these problems."

Only about six hours were needed to plan and sketch the idea
for a patent application. Beauchamp has submitted six patent ap
plications. Included is a riot control gun powered by compressed
air. It fires soft plastic balls and allows riot control without
causing casualties. A patent for the gun is expected in 1979.

In Retrospect ...
World's Largest Mortar Never Saw Combat

Little David-the world's largest mortar, a 36-inch bellSt de
signed to fire 3,750 pound shells, never SllW llction.

Little David was fabricated during World War IT under a se
cret, high-priority project. But by the time he WllS relldy for com
bat the Allied Army had penetrated the Gtlrman fortifications
Little David was designed to attack.

In 1944 Allied attention was focused primarily on the vital
problems of the upcoming Normandy invllsion, but there was
also another problem that worried them. In the years llfter
World War I, France, which had suffered much devastation from
the many battles fought on her soil, vowed that Germany would
never invade France again. In order to prevent an invasion, the
French built the famous Maginot Line of fortifications along the
German frontier. The French believed that it was impregnable.
The Germans, in their turn, built an equally impressive series of
forts called the Siegfried Line.

When wwn began the Germans found a WllY to overcome the
French defenses. Instelld of a direct llssault on the French fortifi
cations, the Germans invaded neutral Belgium, thus joining hat
tle on a frontier that the French had left unfortified.

The Allies couldn't use the same technique in an invasion of
Germany. Bel~um WllS no longer neutral; there would be no ele
ment of surpnse in II movement through Belgium. Therefore the
Allies decided to devise a weapon which could breach the
formidable fortification of the Siegfried Line in a direct assault.

Little David is the weapon they created, a weapon that could
destroy a fort. Throwing II shell weighing nearly two tons, Little
David could breach the strongest of fortresses. And Little David
was mobile. The 144,000 pound tube assembly could be pulled by
one "Dragon Wagon" tractor. So could Little David's 160,000
pound base assembly. Because of this mobility, Little David
could attack one major target after another.

While Little David was being designed, the Allied Forces
launched the Normandy invasion. As assembly and testing of the
mortar progressed, so did the Allied Army-well ahead of sched
ule. The Allies had already penetrated the Siegfried Line by the
time Little David was ready to go.

Though he never fired a shot in battle, Little David has retired.
He is now part of the outdoor display at the U.S. Army Ordnance
Museum, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
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Battelle Forecasts $52.567 Billion for R&D During 1979

Federal Government funding sup
port for R&D during CY 1979 is esti
mated at $25,709 billion, up $1.894
billion (8.0 percent) from 1978. This
represents 48.9 percent of the total
1979 national projection of $52.567
billion for R&D.

Industrial funding for 1979 R&D is
forecast at $24.963 billion (47.5 per
cent of total), up $3.183 billion or 14.6
percent from 1978. Funding by aca
demic institutions is projected at
$1.100 billion (2.1 percent of total),
and nonprofit organizations $795 mil
lion (1.5 percent).

These estimates were prepared by
Dr. W. Halder Fisher and assistant
Ms. Kathy S. Smith at Battelle C0
lumbus (OR) Laboratories. Data were
drawn from many sources, including
National Science Foundation reports,
the McGraw-Hill Annual Survey of
Business Plans for R&D Expendi
tures, and analyses by Battelle's De
partment of Resource Management
and Economic Analysis.

A national increase of $5.272 billion
(11.1 percent) over tbe $47.295 billion
that the NSF estimates waa actually spent
for R&D in 1978 is forecast. Altbough
most of the increase will be absorbed by
continued inflation, Battelle forecasts an
increase of 3.0 percent in real R&D expen
ditures, the hig!lest level in a decade.

While the Federal Government con
tinues to be the dominant source of re
search funds, performance by industry is
expected to total $37.450 billion-71.2
percent of all research performance. This
compares with 13.1 percent for tbe Fed
eral Government, 12.6 percent for aca
demic institutions, and 3.1 percent for
nonprofit organizations.

Four g:overnment agencies dominate the
federal R&D scene and are expected to ac
count for almost 87.9 percent of total fed
eral R&D funding in 1979. These are the
Department of Defense, 45.6 percent; the
Department of Energy, 15.5 percent;
NASA, 15.2 percent; Department of
Health Education and Welfare, 11.6 per
cent; an additional 5.3 percent comes
from the NSF, the EPA, and the Depart
ment of Transportation.

Defense-related R&D continues to re
ceive favorable treatment by Congress,
says Battelle, and its share in the adminis
trative budget submissions is now rising.
For example, more than two-thirds of the
estimated dollar {fains in total R&D are ac
counted for by gams in the defense share.

The NSF utilizes a master list of 15
functional categories, of which tbe most
imJ?Ortant have tbe following shares of
estimated FY 1979 obligstions: nstional
defense, 49.5 percent; space, 12.1 percent;
health, 10.8 percent; energy development
and conversion, 10.1 percent; environ-

ment, 3.9 percent; science and technology
base, 3.8 percent; transportation and com
munition, 3.0 percent; natural resources,
2.3 percent; and food, fiber, and otber
agricultural products, 1.9 percent.

The remaining six functional fields, all
receiving one percent or less of tbe total
R&D budget, are: income security and so
cial services; education; area community
development, housing, and public serv
ices; economic growtb and productivity:
international cooperation and develop
ment; and crime prevention and control.

Of the 15 R&D functional areas, three
(energy, area and community develop
ment, and crime prevention) are expected
to decline from estimate FY 1978 levels.
All three increased from FY 1977 to FY
1978.

From 1969-70 to 1973-74, year-to-y'ear
changes in R&D budgets favored civilian
programs over defense and space. Begin
ning witb 1974-75, emphasis shifted back
toward defense/space, especially defense.
Throughout tbe 1970s, energy-related
R&D generally has grown by larger incre
ments than space or most otber civilian
programs. However, while the remainder
of the energy program is expected to con
tinue to grow, reductions in support of the
breeder reactor cause the cutback in total
energy support.

Industry provides almost as much R&D
support as the Federal Government, and
is by far the largest R&D performer. Dur
ing 1978, the NSF estimates that industry
will provide 46.1 percent of total funding
and perform 70.3 percent of all R&D
work. Battelle's forecast for 1979 raises
these shares slightly, to 47.5 and 71.2 per
cent, respectively.

Botb industrial funding and per
formance are expected to increase faster
over 1978-79 than any otber sector (14.6
and 12.6 percent, respectively). Industrial
funding is projected to rise from an NSF
estimated level of $21.780 billion in 1978
to $24.963 billion in 1979. Industrial per
formance will rise from $33.250 billion to
$37.450 hillion.

With respect to the composition of R&D
activity, tbe expected pattern is one of
stability or very slow change, as in the
past-with energy, federal regulations
and science-and technolOl\Y-based prolr
lems st:i.lLproviding the major impetus for
change. The proportionate composition of
both funding and performance for R&D
will change very little.

The Battelle report also compares tbe
four performing sectors in terms of their
relative costs of R&D. During the interval
1972-1979, costs of all R&D, as an aver
age, are estimated to rise by 67.6 percent.
Increases in the individual performing
sectors are expected to be: Federal
Government, 59.3 percent: industry, 70.7
percent; colleges and universities, 68.7
percent: and otber nonprofit organiza
tions, 37.0 percent. The 1978-79 cost in
crease for all R&D is estimated to be 8.0
percent. By sectors, the increases are esti
mated as government, 1.9 percent; in
dustry, 9.3 percent; colleges and universi-

ties, 7.6 percent, and otber nonprofite, 3.5
percent.

The report also discusses recent con
cerns within tbe U.S. about the level of
R&D effort, the role of R&D as a source of
economic growth, and the future of U.S.
technological and economic leadership.

During 1976 and 1977, the repo.rt notes,
most statements concerning the sources
of technological change and economic
growtb tended to be somewhat naive,
placing emphasis on a conceived need for
more R&D expenditures. Now, the R&D
situation is increasingly being rein
terpreted-or at least is being viewed
against a different and more realistic
background. The new tbeme involves
three lines of analysis:

• The relationships between R&D, in
novation, and growtb are complex ratber
tban simple. and involve qualitative
ratber than quantitative consideration.

• Domestic R&D is not tbe only source
of domestic innovation and growth.

• There are many otber factors than
fewer R&D dollars that explain declining
R&D\ fewer innovations, and reduced U.S.
worla leadership in technology.

Regarding the source of innovations,
tbe report acknowledges that someone
must undertake research if the U.S. is to
expand its scientific horizons and develop
idess from which innovations sprinS'
However, it is a mistake to think that th18
research absolutely must be domestic.
Many of the 'more noteworthy U.S. in
novations have involved adaptations to
mass-production and mass-marketing of
foreign discoveries.

The report cites several factors contrilr
uting to tbe decline of U.S. leadership in
technology. A few are:

• Competitive efforts made by other de
veloped nations-which also have "knowl
edgeable scientists and enrneers and
energetic business leadership.

• Growth of social forces (i.e., con
sumerism and environmentalism) that im
pinge on the scientific and husiness com
munity and tend to inhibit R&D activity,
innovativeness, entrepreneurship, and
growth.

• Otber barriers to innovation tbat
arise in botb business and government.
(Examples include, to cite a few, rigid
governmental regulatory programs, a N

growing insistence within industry on cer- ~
tainty of profits in the short term, and- a

one of the biggest-inflation.) d:
In order to optimize U.S. R&D ac- ~

complishments, the report observes, "botb ~
government and industry will have to w
undertake deliberate and creative changes ~
in botb tbeir management processes and ~
tbeir policy criteria. Regardless of what '-'
happens to tbe totality of R&D funding, ~
tbere will have to be a distinct improve- ~
ment in the quality of botb public and pri- ~
vate R&D management. Most important, w

however, is the fact tbat, as a nation, we ~
must take full advantage of available o~
foreign technologies in order to maximize '-'
tbe effectiveness of domestic R&D ef- <Ii
forts." ::J




